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ERNST HEADS JUNIORS
Stautner Elected Vice-President
Donovan In As Class Treasurer
McLaughlin Wins A. A. Rep. Spot

Eagles Clash With Galloping Gaels
St. Mary's Hopes to Upset Myersmen

Carol Jackson
Lectures Before
Sr.-Jr. Sodality

tirely different crew from that
which dropped a 25-7 verdict to the
Eagles a season ago. These past
few weeks St. Mary's has boosted
its stock by downing Denver 33-22,
losing to the Rose Bowl-bound
Oregon by the slight margin of one
point, by defeating Portland 13-0
and losing by the virtue of a field
goal to Santa Clara, the team which
the previous week pushed powerful Nevada from the unbeaten

Harry B. Ernst was elected President of the Junior Class
last Tuesday by a count of 272 votes. John Garrahan threatened Ernst's lead all through the afternoon of counting but
a late surge of votes was enough to push Ernst over the top
about fifteen minutes before the final tabulation. Ernst captured a slight lead early in the afternoon and the first returns
seemed to indicate that a recount would be necessary as the
presidential election developed into a race between Ernst and
Garrahan. Dom Papaleo had a strong following, but after the
tally was an hour and a half old he never really threatened
Ernst's lead.

ranks.

Miss Carol Jackson, Co-editor of
Integrity magazine, prominent
writer and lecturer, delivered a
discourse on "Secularism" before
members of the Senior and Junior
Sodalities last Friday.
The capacity audience in the auditorium
listened to the convert's description of rampant paganism in the
fields of journalism, medicine and
education.
The co-founder of Integrity, a
popular Catholic magazine, exhorted her audience to participate
in the Catholic lay apostolate.
"Look in the best places for the
worst corruption," was the theme
Miss Jackson strove to put across
to the assembled Sodalists. Specifically Miss Jackson mentioned
one of tHe "better" New York
hospitals where today artificial in(See Jackson, Page 3)

Business Club
Hears Lecture by
Jerome O'Leary

An entirely new coaching staff
is in charge at Moraga. Jim Phelan, head mentor last year, has
shifted to Pro Ball. He is now tutoring the Los Angeles Dons. In his
stead is Joe Verducci who last
spring made the big jump from
San Francisco Polytechnic High.
With him "Verdootch" brought the
"I" formation, replacing the Notre
Dame box. Joe's attack is based on
the systems of Clark Shaughnessy
and Frank Leahy with improvisations thrown in. Said Joe last spring,
who in taking over a team with a
3-7 record, faced little first year
pressure, "We'll not be a conservative team, but one that gambles
with a wide open offensive attack.
We believe our team will play
more wide open football than the
average 'T' formation team." Since
"Verdootch" has taken over, the
Gaels have certainly not lacked

color.

The election in all offices proved
to be the most decisive one held all
year at the Heights. No recounts
were necessary in this election
which indicates that the students
will be wholeheartedlybehind their
chosen officers.
Eagle Star Wins
Ernie Stautner, Eagle tackle and
placement specialist, captured the
office of Vice-president by a margin
of nineteen votes and edged Fred
Sateriale, who was a strong second
with 246 ballots. Joe Moran fin-

HARRY B. ERNST
Newly Elected President of the
Junior Class

Somersets
Louis XIV Room

John J. Connelly won first place
in the Sophomore Class nominations for President in the Primary
elections held last Tuesday, by
polling a total of 190 votes. John
F. O'Brien captured second place
with 164 ballots and William J.
Dooley wound up in the third position by gathering 145 votes.
In the Vice-Presidential race,
only three votes separated the first
and second place men. Daniel Callanan won the first place with 140
votes and Edward Petela was the
close second place candidate. James
F. Hanlon wound up in third position with 133 votes.
No Contest
There was no contest in office
for class secretary because Jerome
J. Cronin is the only man interested
in running for the job. It is, of
course, an advantage for Cronin to
have no competition, but it does indicate a lack of interest in the elections on the part of the Sophomore
Class. The elections should be one
of the highlights of the school year,
rather than be ignored by the students.
Cronin received 520 votes. One
student wrote on his ballot, "Who
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may run.
The same situation prevails in
the nominations for the Office of
A. A. Representative. Only two men
out of the whole Sophomore Class
appear to be interested enough to
cast their hats in the competitive
ring?Giles Thredgold and Peter
Hines. Once again, the so-called
primary election merely indicates
the probable trend on the day of
the final elections.
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William Lynch was swept into
the office of Junior Prom Chairman
because of his overwhelming support from the College of Business
Administration and a strong group
of constituents from the Arts and
Sciences. Horace Martineau was
in second place, 72 votes behind
Lynch who captured 390 ballots,
the highest tally for any candidate.
Gerald O'Meara and Paul Curran
(See Elections, Page 14)

Evelyn Waugh, Noted British
Author, Visited Campus Last Week
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because there are only three candi- and John Doane.
dates in the field. The result only
indicates the way the final election C. B. A. Victor

Tower Topics

THIS WEEK

..

RALLY MONDAY, NOV. 22, 1:20 GYM

behind O'Hare.
The class chose Francis X. McLaughlin to be their A. A. Representative by casting a total of 282
ballots in his favor and bringing
him victory over Walter Delorey

Evelyn Waugh,
distinguished
Catholic convert and British novelist, visited Boston College last
Monday.
Shortly after his arrival in Boston, the internationally famous
writer came to the college and was
escorted around the campus by
Rev. William Leonard, S.J., Rev.
John Ryan, S.J., Rev. William V.
E. Casey, S.J., and Mr. Weston
Jenks. After viewing the library
and its varied collections, Waugh
had lunch with the Jesuit faculty
at St. Mary's Hall.
In the afternoon, Waugh was
guest speaker, at Rev. John L.
Bonn's Creative Writing Class.
4 He briefly delineated some of his
4 own particular writing techniques,
saying that his books usually go
4 through two complete draftings be-

ELECTION NOTICE

SOPHOMORES A.

block with his 266 and Anthony
Russo garnered 111 ballots.
Fred Donovan received a decisive
victory for the position of Class
Treasurer. The final tabulation
showed that his nearest opponent
was 72 votes behind him. John
O'Hare wound up in the "show" position with 204 votes and George
Padula was third, but only one vote

Connelly, O'Brien, Dooley, Candidates
For Sophomore Class President

Leading a team made up largely
of Sophomores are Al Beasley and
J. V. Johnson, both sixty minute
linemen, and Spike Cordiero (christened Charles), who often outshone
the now absent great Herman
Mr. Jerome O'Leary, founder and
(Continued on page 13)
president of the Jerome O'Leary
Advertising Agency of Boston, gave
an interesting, informal discourse
on "Advertising as a Career" to
at
members of the Business Club at
their meeting last Monday.
Mr. O'Leary, the "Jerry O'Leary
of Baseball Fan Interviews," was
introduced by Mr. Henry P. MacThis weekend Eagle football fans
Donald, Moderator of the Business can give their big date a double
Club and a Faculty Member of the treat by taking in the game SaturMarketing Department.
day afternoon showing the boys
With an air of informality, Mr. you are behind them and then takO'Leary started his talk by citing ing her to the St. Mary's Victory
the immense possibilities in the Ad- Dance at the Somerset. The excluvertising field for those with initia- sive Louis XIV Ballroom has been
tive and imagination. He empha- hired for the occasion. Fred Sasized that it was a young man's teriale and his orchestra will play
field, constantly fluctuating due to at the dance.
the motivations of the buyer. The
Believe it or not, one pair of
discovery of these motivations and those valuable pieces of pasteboard,
the materialization of ideas to sat- Holy Cross tickets on the 50, plus
isfy the want are the keynotes to dinner expenses for two will be givAdvertising success.
en away. An autographed foot(See Business Club, Page 2)
(See Victory Dance, Page 10)
else?"
There was no need for a primary
election for the Office of Treasurer

Victory Dance

ished third and gathered 185 votes.
The Office of Secretary will be
taken over by George O'Brien, who
was elected by a total of 299 votes.
Leo McDonald had a powerful

i

Stepping into the shoes of the
Maroon and Gold opponents at
Braves* Field tomorrow will be the
Galloping of St. Mary's. The
grossly underrated herd is an en-

ATTENTION
HEIGHTS' STAFF

Because of the holidays next
week the make-up deadline for
the HEIGHTS will be this Sunday afternoon.
All copy should be turned in
to the office today if possible.

fore they are ready for publication.
He finds the typewriter a hindrance
in writing and prefers the longhand method since it allows him to
revise freely as he writes. Surprisingly enough, however, he
doesn't plan out his books beforehand, but merely sits down and
writes chapter after chapter.
Waugh emphasized that every
young writer should know his language thoroughly. He should be
especially familiar with "the etymology of each word he uses so
that he will know its true derivation and meaning, rather than its
colloquial shadings." In the finished product, he said, words should
be so strung together that there is
something of a melodious pattern
to them.
Famed For His Wit
Following the short talk, a question period took place in which
Waugh revealed some of the barbed
(See Waugh, Page 8)

Condolences are extended to
THOMAS CONNORS '49
on the death of his father
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Presents Noted Editor

The Boston College Club of Belmont will present Rev. John S. Sexton, former editor of The Pilot in
a lecture on the current and vital
topic "Freedom of the Press" tonight at the Belmont Town Hall
Auditorium as their first function
of this year.
Father Sexton will be introduced
by the Hon. John J. Burns, '21,
former Justice of the Massachusetts Superior Court.
With freedom of the press now
playing an ever increasing role in
national and international affairs
it is expected that Father Sexton
will discuss press censorship from
both a military and civil aspect.
All students, whether they are
planning to follow a journalistic
career or not, who desire up-todate information on the status of
freedom of the press here and
abroad should attend this timely
talk by Father Sexton.
Club Officers
George J. Devlin is the club's
president; Charles L. Quinn, vicepresident; Robert J. Lloyd, secretary-treasurer; William B. Boundy,
Edmund A. Hig-gins and James E.
McCabe, the executive committee.

Jerome O'Leary

(Continued from Page 1)
A Young Man's Field
He went on to relate personal experiences in his own Advertising
agency to illustrate the results of
personal achievement through the
consummation of ideas. Throughout the talk, the potentialities of
the field were constantly emphasized with consideration of the vast
outlets available to Advertising.
Mr. O'Leary enumera'ed the qualities needed for a successful advertising career as imagination, personal initiative and the ability to
express ideas. He further outlined
the functions of the Advertising
Agency and methods of becoming
active in Advertising.
A question period followed the
talk during which questions were
asked concerning the various types
of Advertising Agencies and Advertising departments. Mr. O'Leary
answered the questions and went
on to explain the relative merits of
Advertising functions as basis for
experience in Advertising as a
whole, giving the composite picture from which each could draw

his individual conclusion.

IF IT'S "ARROW". WE HAVE IT

ETONS
5 BOSTON SHOPS
104 Boylston Street
Hotel Startler
(Colonial

Theatre Building)

(Street and Lobby Entrance)

499 Washington Street

279 Washington Street

(Between Temple PI. and West St.)

(Near Corner of School St.)

224 Massachusetts Avenue
(Opposite State Theatre)

Arrow ties can take it!

Soph. Sodality

Last Friday night, the B. C
Auditorium was half-filled with
eager students, many with their
dates, intent upon the sole purpose
of running a parade into the streets
of Boston. They wished to prove to
its citizens that contrary to rumor,
there is spirit at Boston College.
There is spirit which not only glows
within every student but which can
be fanned into a veritable forest

In
to
to form
a Boston College unit of the Nocturnal Adoration Society, Rev. LeRoy Cooney. Archdlocesan Director of the Society, was the guest
speaker at the weekly meeting of
the Sophomore Sodality.
The Nocturnal Adoration Society, founded in Rome in 1810, was
brought to this country in 1892 by
response

a request

fire.

Prof. Thomas Dewyte of Harvard

However, last week's demonstration only amounted to a mediumsized brushfire. This was not the
fault of the student body because
the only notice they received concerning the evening's Torchlight
Parade was with the appearance
of the HEIGHTS that afternoon.
Sacrament. Every Friday night
Even handicapped by this short
from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m., groups of notice,
the students made a showmen spend one hour in the presing comparable to any of last
ence of the Blessed Sacrament at
year's, though on a smaller scale.
St. Clement's Archdiocesan Eushowed great promise toward
charistic Shrine, Boylston and Ips- It
the
turnout for next Friday's
Streets,
wich
Boston.
parade to precede the Holy Cross
game.
Society Growing
The fast growing membership of Many Excellent Speakers
the Society has brought about a
The program be&-an with Master
demand for additional nights of
adoration as Catholic men make a of Ceremonies, John R. Beauchcsacrifice to give proof of their j min, A & S Senior from Michigan
Catholicism. It is the aim of the making the announcement regardSociety to eventually have Adora- ing the restrictions made on smoktion of the Blessed Sacrament ing in the auditorium. He then introduced Boston Post sportswriter.
every night of the week.
In his lecture, Father Cooney | Joe McKenney, who set the mood
stated that there is a need for i for the evening with a string of
Catholic men to live their Faith humorous anecdotes about his reat all times and not for just a half lations with the school. Next to
speak was the Rev. Thomas Feeney
hour on Sundays during- Mass.
who read a poem written by
"Catholics have a definite re- S.J.
him especially for this occasion.
sponsibility given them by Christ,
Head Coach Denny Myers then
and in definition of this, a Catholic j
is a person to whom God has en- expressed his gratification at seespirit on the
trusted all mankind. All Catholics, ing such unity and
of
students.
His
sentiments
part
the
not just those of Religious Orders,
have a responsibility to pray, and were echoed by the next speaker,
the power to influence our fellow Team Captain John Furey.
After the speeches, students remen is best acquired through the
Adoration of the Blessed Sacra- i ceived their directions to man their
cars and pass a point behind the
ment."
"This need is known, and Cath- Science Building where torches
olic men have answered this need. would be distributed, one to a man.
Our original membership of 83 men It was here that the crowd became
has grown to over 2300. Bv making a trifle obstreporous and some
a monthly sacrifice, Catholic men ! difficulty was experienced in the
are making reparation for the cold- handing out of the torches.
As a result of this, the cars at the
ness shown the Blessed Sacrament,
end
of the line had to satisfy themfor our own sins, and for the sins
with hornblowing while the
selves
of our fellow man. Thev are de^i-1
nitely making a sacrifice, but the leading vehicles had torches in
greater the sacrifice, the greater front, back, on either side, and even
some left over to bring home for
the reward."
Little Brother to play with.

University, a convert. In 1945, under the direction of his Excellency,
the Most Rev. Richard J. Cushing,
D.D., the Nocturnal Adoration Society received official affiliation
with the Roman Archsodality fori
Nocturnal Adoration of the Blessed

]

EVEN IN LEAP YEAR!

Torch Parade Merely Dress Rehearsal
For Cross Rally Next Week

Fr. Cooney
Speaks Before

|

B. C. Club of Belmont

I

2

FREQUENT MASSES

Father Cooney explained that j Down Commonwealth Avenue
the men choose their own hour to
Nevertheless, the parade made
spend with the Blessed Sacrament, i a colorful showing as it proceeded
and that the Holy Hour Service is down Commonwealth Avenue, not
carried on by the members them- stopping for a single light until it
selves. An appointed Lay leader reached
Massachusetts Avenue
presides at the recitation of the where instead of going through the
"Office" and of the prayers for the underpass, it tried to cross. Here
group to which he belongs. Recita- j the parade was held up for about
tion of the Rosary and periods of ten minutes, but undaunted, it

private meditation complete the \
hour. Mass is celebrated at 12:45,
5, and 7, and Holy Communion is
distributed at 3 o'clock. Thus, all
have ample opportunity to receive
the Body and Blood of Our Lord.
In response to Father Cooney's
words, the Sophomore Sodality has
received the 3rd Wednesday of each
month as a Boston College night.
The Spanish Academy will select
All Boston College men are invited
to take part in this monthly oppor- its officers at the initial meeting
tunity to make reparation to the to be held Friday, November 19 at
4:15 in Room A-104. All students,
Blessed Sacrament.
especially those in Advanced Spanish, are invited to become members.
During the year, guest speakers
will address the members on topics
For that Snack
of interest. Plans are being made
to present a Spanish play this
after the Show
Spring. Dr. Siciliano and Mr.
Drop into the
Aguila have been appointed moderators of the Spanish Club.

Spanish Club to
Hold Elections
This Afternoon

YES SIR! One good reason college men like Arrow ties is
the pure wool resilient lining that discourages wrinkles.
When you need a few new bows or four-in-hands, see your

favorite Arrow dealer for the best buys in ties!
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THE TRINITY MENS SHOP
14 Huntington Avenue. Copley Square, Boston

DAVE SCHWARTZ
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Located in
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of the
Theatrical District

225 TREMONT ST.

Personalized Service.
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carried on, around the Public Gardens to Charles Street. At this

point the Boston Police, as promised, were waiting, not with a fleet
of Black Marias, as was expected,
but merely with their whistles to
park the three-hundred or more
cars.

The cheering students left their
vehicles and migrated to the Boylston-Tremont coiner of the Boston
Common where the cheerleaders
balanced themselves on fencepost.s
and led a very noisy pep rally
which attracted a great deal of
attention from passers-by. After
the cheering had passed momentarily, the band-laden truck which
had led the strirg of cars out from
the College, slowly took off up
Tremont Street, followed by the
singing throng, now augmented by
many spectators and numbering
well in excess of a thousand. It
turned right into Trinity Place and
then left to the offices of the Boston
Post. Here the group paused
momentarily for another pep rally,
led by Head Oheerlfcader Giles
Threadgold who was perched on a
third-floor windowsill.
The next port-of-call was Scollay
Square where the marching students were asked to proceed back
to the Hotel Kenmore where they
would serenade the sleeping William and Mary team.
Serenade William & Mary Players
At Kenmore Square, the rooters
dulcet singing received a chilly
the
awakened
welcome from
"Indians" in the form of ice cubes
thrown from upper story windows.
The students received this as an
invitation to join the football players in their rooms for an evening
"nightcap." At the hotel door a
welcoming committee, wearing the
traditional blue of the Boston
Police Department, received the
charge with regrets, advising the
merrymakers that the rebels from
Williamstown had just finished an
arduous trip and found that they
were not quite up to entertaining
such a large party. They needed
their beauty sleep, seeing as they
had a hard day before them, but
wouldn't they kindly drop in the
next day when they would be receiving at Braves Field.
The understanding undergraduates immediately dispersed, some
to their homes, some to various
dances and some to various Boston
nighteries where they spent the
evening in discussion of the next
day's game.
Thus as insurance that there
would certainly be intensive cheering at the game, one of the smallest, but most satisfying B. C.
rallies ever held, drew to a successful close after a three-hour
demonstration of the true B. C.
Spirit that burns with a hard gemlike flame in the hearts of all of us!

Owens New Prexy
Of Management Club
John Owens, first semester senior, was elected, last Monday, to
the Presidency of the C.B.A. Industrial Management Club. Also
elected were

Vice-President Jim

Scollin, first semester Junior; Secretary Josiah Kirbey, first semester
Junior; and Treasurer Joe Lane.
first semester Senior.
Following the elections there was
a general discussion on club activities for the near future. It was

announced by Mr. Byrnes, Faculty
Moderator, that invitations have
been extended by the Athenaeum
Press in Cambridge, and the General Motors Corp. Assemply Plant
in Framingham, to the club for the
purpose of conducting field trips
through their respective plants. Although no definite dates have been
set for these trips they are planned
for some time in the immediate
future, depending on the reaction
of the club members. Those wishing
to make these trips should post
their names on the list in Mr.
Byrnes' office.

Downtown Boston

Open from 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.

'Patronize-;
OUR ADVERTISERS
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Marquette Again Debates Question
Of Federal Aid to Education

3

Carol Jackson Speaks

Council Corner

(Continued from Page 1)

semination and therapeutic abortion are performed, where euthan-

<

!

asia and birth control are advocated. The most advanced hosRoom 8 of the Library Building has bten designated for the use
pitals are the centers of the most
The question "Should Federal and inflexible patterns that might corruption, she declared.
of the Student Council, it was announced by the Rev. James L. Burke,
S.J., Faculty Advisor of the Council, at last Monday's regular meeting
Aid Be Granted To Give More Op- come about thru federal aid would
in CBA 406. This room will be outfitted properly as the Student Counportunity For Primary and Second- do more harm than good to our
School
was educational system as a whole.
Education,"
cil's office and, it is assumed, the Council will 'move in' as soon as posary
The vote of the judges was for
thrashed out at the Monday meetsible.
although both
ing of the Marquette Debating So- the affirmative.
ciety. This debate terminates tem- teams handled the question adroitMTA RATES ASKED
porarily the discussion of the na- ly.
Ed Galotti, President of the Council has appointed
President W illiam J. Dooley
tional collegiate question. Proposed
Committee "to take necessary steps, with other colleges, in securing
constitutional amendments will be made two appointments that will
student rates on the M.T.A." Galotti pointed out that it has been called
the subjects for the next three Mar- assist the smooth functioning of
his attention that under the proposed MTA fare boost, some students
to
was
society.
Eugene
O. Tobin
quette meetings. This respite from the
would have to pay $0.44 per clay for transportation between their homes
the Federal Aid to Education ques- chosen as chairman of the Steerand Boston College.
tion will provide an opportunity for ing Committee whose function is to
for
debate.
topics
members to prep on issues that select proper
may be taken up for legislation by Michael F. Walsh was selected to
COMMITTEE REPORT
our new congress.
serve as chairman of a committee
The three-man Committee to fill Council vacancies will report its
Mr. Alphedor J. Pirrault "52" that is to draw up a constitution
decision to the Council at next Monday's meeting, it was stated
final
opening for the affirmative, in Mon- for the Marquette.
by Committee Chairman John Murphy.
Next week's debate is: Resolved;
day's debate, stated that congress
Jim Waters' Committee to find a more suitable hour for the Coun"That
The Proposed 22nd Amendthe
realizing
in the last two years
meet reported that it recommends the hour of 4:20 on Mondays.
cil
to
importance of federal aid to educa- ment Should Be Adopted." The
This
motion
was defeated by voice vote. Waters pointed out that the
tion has had 10 bills before it. Mr. contenders for the affirmative are
Council
Constitution
called for special meetings at the discretion of
Pirrault favored the Aiken Bill be- James J. Davis and David Donahue.
In a take-off against the New the President of the Council, the Faculty advisor, or on a petition
of 10
the
are
Timonegative
cause it would at least assure a $20 Defending
York Times she stated that it gives or more of the members of the Student Council, while regular meetings
Curtin
Edward
F.
DeAddev.
thv
and
the appearance of turning against of the Council are scheduled for once a month, under the Constitution.
grant per year to every student.
Adding to the argument for the
God when in reality it was always
affirmative Walter M. McDonough
The Fatima story
against God
NEXT WEEK
"52" assured the audience that fedfrom Portugal which was of interNext Monday's meeting will take up the question of renaming the
eral aid to education is not new for
national importance at the time
it has been given since the Civil
never received space in the N. Y. j Tower in the Tower Building after Father Thomas I. Gasson, S.J., the
War.
Times. In journalism today there j problem of Council funds, and the motion to make the rear door of the
tends to be a toning down of re- Tower Building one-way.
Walsh
Countering, Michael F.
ligious news. Preposterous stories
"51" first speaker for the negative,
"For Boston," the official battle- are the style. Finance, money, and
warned that we must protect our
youth against false theories such hymn of Boston College men will be the stock exchange are the news
as a nationalistic spirit similar to played on the eve of the Boston and editorial features, while rethose that led to the downfall of College-Holy Cross Football game, ligion has been relegated to the role
many European countries. The on the Chesterfield Supper Club, it of a filler. Such nice, safe, superpower that would be granted to the was reported to Bill Baker, B.C. ficial subjects as dress and sports
Are You Satisfied With Your Check?
The are the objects of writing and confederal government in return for Chesterfield Representative.
money,
versation.
power,
Medicine,
aid could instill such false theories. song will be played along with colHis partisan, Maurice F. Downey, lege songs from other major col- and glamor are idolized as reCall BE 2-1271 between 5:30-7:30 P.M.
"51," added that national, uniform, leges and universities, in accord- ligions.
Miss Jackson concluded that everyone has to be educated yet no
EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
one is taught to think?the paradox
of modern education. Psychiatrists
MAKING $25.00 $50.00 OR MORE PER WEEK
can't define normal. Gallup and
Roper learned the hard way, by exWORKING PART TIME
perience, of free will.
Jackson
Sunday
On
night Miss
CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOURS!
presented a talk entitled '"Lay
Apostolate in the World" before a
On Worcester Turnpike
sellout in St. Helena's Hall in downtown Boston.

For Boston
On Eve of
Cross Game

?

VETS!

HOWARD JOHNSON
CHESTNUT HILL
OFFERING FULL COURSE SPECIAL
STUDENT'S LUNCHEON DAILY
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LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS
The Law School admission test, required of candidates by a number
of law schools throughout the country, will be offered three times
during the coming year, 1949, according to the Educational Testing
Service, which prepares and administers the test in cooperation with
twenty leading law schools. New this year, the LSAT (Law School
Admission Test) was taken last spring by over 6000 students, in partial
satisfaction of admission requirements of law schools which so
prescribed.
Next semester, candidates may take the LSAT on February 19th,
May 7th, and August 6th, all Saturdays. Administration of the test will
Breathes there a Soph with soul so dead
be held in Boston and in many other parts of the United States. Since
Who never to himself hath said,
many law schools select their freshman classes in the spring preceding
"It's time to stop this social whirl
their entrance, the Educational Testing Service advises candidates for
And start to burn the midnight erl."
admission to next year's classes to take the earliest test which they are
The Villanovan
*
able to. It should be noted, however, that the LSAT is not universally
required. Each candidate should inquire of his prospective law school
And from The Auburn Plainsman:
whether or not he is expected to offer it.
A woman approached the pearly gates and spoke
Objective in type, the LSAT features questions which measure to St. Peter
"Do you know if my husband is here ? His name
verbal aptitudes and reasoning ability rather than acquired information
is Smith."
and, according to the ETS, it cannot be "crammed" for.
"Lady, we have lots of them here. You'll have to
be more specific."
"Joe Smith."
MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSIONS
"Lots of those too. You'll have to have more idenThe Medical School admission test (formerly known as the Pro- tification."
fessional Aptitude Test) is required of candidates by a number of the
"Well, when he died he said that if I ever was unleading Medical Schools throughout the country and will be given once true to him he'd turn over in his grave."
"Oh, you mean 'Pinwheel Smith'."
more during this coming semester, according to the Educational TestingService, which administers and prepares the test in cooperation with the
Illinois Tech
Association of American Medical Colleges.
The minister called at the Jones' home on Sunday
Candidates may take the MCAT (Medical College Admission Test)
on Monday, February 7, 1949 in Boston and at about 200 other points afternoon, and little Willie answered the door bell.
"Pa isn't home," he announced. "He went over to
throughout the United States. Many Medical Schools also select their
freshman class in the Spring preceding their entrance, and it is advisable the golf club." The minister's brow darkened and
for all to take this test as soon as possible, according to ETS. Students Willie hastened to explain:
"Oh, he isn't going to play golf on Sunday. He
interested should inquire of their prospective Medical Schools whether
just
went over for a few highballs and a little stud
they will be expected to take the test and, if so, on which date.
poker."
The MCAT consists of four tests of general scholastic ability and
Jacksonville State Teachers
two achievement tests
Premedical Science and Understanding of
V
to
Society.
According
Testing
Service,
Modern
the Educational
no
BORROWERS' OATH
special preparation other than a review of premedical studies is neI think that I shall never see
cessary. All questions are of the objective type.
The dollar that I loaned to thee.
A dollar that I could have spent,
For varied forms of merriment,
APPLICATION FORMS
The one I loaned to you so gladly
The same which I now need so badly.
Application forms and Bulletins of Information for both of these
For whose return I had great hope.
examinations, which give details of registration and administration, as
well as sample questions, are available from the Educational Testing
Just like an optimistic dope;
For dollars loaned to folks like thee,
Service, Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey. Completed applications for
the Medical School test must reach the ETS by January 24, 1949. The
Art not returned to fools like me.
?"The Spectator," MacPherson College
Educational Testing Service also administers the Pre-Engineering Invia The Akron Buchtelite
ventory tests, the College Examination Board tests, and other nationwide
*
testing programs.
In politics, Darty loyalty is the hope of a good job.
Univ. of Mississippi, THE MISSIPPIAN
*
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On Tuesday of this week, Boston College
men found themselves wondering what the
mysterious little signs posted all over the
campus were supposed to represent. "5 6 7"

stopped them in the cafeteria, in the library,
in the CBA building, in the Science building, in
the gym, and in the corridors of the Tower.
Curiosity dropped its confusing shroud over
the B. C. campus. What does it mean? Could
the labor referenda have been proposed again?
Is it a hot number?
Well, here is the answer. 5, 6, and 7 represent

the sth, 6th, and 7th of December. During those
three days, Catholic colleges and other organizations will offer Masses and Holy Com-
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As I See It

*

*

*

#

*

*
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As I look

at my bank balance
And see it's overdrawn,
I heave a sigh and wonder why.
I can't see where it's gone.

-

munions in a triduum for the present Pontiff,
Pope Pius XII. This spiritual gift has brought
great consolation to the Holy Father during his

The dollar won't stretch anymore
The dime is too darn thin.
In fact I have to bite the dime,
To see if it's genuine.

seventeen years of trial. Today, as he faces the
greatest crisis in the history of the Church, he

Their hands are in your pocket
The merchants steal you blind.
With things this way, no wonder
My dough is hard to find.

needs our help very much.

Frankfurters from the packing house
Are what we like to eat.

During the early part of next week, the

Religion Professors will ask for the numbers
of various spiritual devotions which their stu-

I guess they're having trouble too;
They can't make both ends meet!

WESTMINSTER COLUMNS

dents will offer for His Holiness. The results
will be sent to the central Sodality office in
St. Louis, Mo. There, reports from Catholic
colleges all over America and Canada will be

*

*

*
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Bridget, the maid, had just been discharged. Extracting a $1 bill from her purse, she threw it at Fido.

Then the startled mistress heard her say:
"Shur'n I niver fergit a friend.
That's for helpin' me wash the dishes."
St. Mary's Collegian

combined. The huge offering will then be sent
to Rome. Needless to say, it will be huge.

Any girl can be gay in a classy coupe?
In a taxi cab all can be jolly;
But the girl worth while, is the girl who can smile,
When he's taking her home on the trolley.
DePaul DE PAULIA

Well, there it is. Now that your curiosity has
been lifted, it's up to you to make B. C.'s gift
as tremendous and outstanding as it has been
in the past. So, when you see the myriad little

Then there were the three Chinese girls who didn't
date: Tu Yund Tu, Tu Dum Tu, and No Yen Tu.
Kansas State Collegian
*

signs, understanding its meaning at last, re-

solve to do your best.
Remember, men of B. C. "5 6 7".

*

"WELL, I SEE THAT

QUARTERLIES ARE HERE AGAIN.

"
.

.

*

*

*

The reason that worry kills more people than work
is that more people worry than work.
Doing nothing is the most tiresome job in the
world, because you can't stop and rest.
THE BONA VENTURE
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Looking Things

Over

series of articles on local,
off-campus affairs. Student comment will be welcome.
Limit letters to three hundred words.
Ed.

Note: This is the first in

a

THE MTA
While the descendants of smugglers and slavetraders on Beacon Hill smile with oily unction, the
MTA will gouge an assorted 6, 16, or 22 cents from
its passengers. Service will be as slow as ever on the
Commonwealth line but for the privilege of going
"MTA, MTA, MTA" we now will pay more. Of course
or rather, grabbing
some suggest passing the buck
bucks
One
by
taxing.
way or t'other, the
the 9 million
smugglers and slave-traders had nothing on their
?

descendants.
To account for the 9 million dollar deficit, some of
the more vocal of the proper Bostonians have given
several reasons. Naturally, heading the list, there are
such as the singing commercials
operating expenses
"MTA, MTA, MTA,"; it hasn't been heard recently
possibly because it never made the "Hit Parade".
oops, that should
Taxes, rentals, various interests
be
various interest payments, salaries, last year's
deficit, and expenses for planning and studying improvements and extensions are the other plebian reasons for the deficit. Personally, I find the little insignificant item at the bottom of the list, "other expenses allowable under the State law" a bit curious.
This is no flashing clashing expose, I just thought the
little item worth noting.
While all the furor was being raised about a mere
9 million dollar deficit and a 16 cent fare, the MTA
blithely decided to add a bit more spice to such dull
discussions by seeking to extend its ruinous ventures
to New Hampshire and Rhode Island. Chairman
Carroll L. Meins of the MTA has petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission to allow the MTA to carry
passengers and baggage between Boston and the
neighboring States. Having attained such a spanking
success, Chairman Meins wants to give other hinterland communities the opportunity to enjoy the benefits
of a respectable deficit, an increasing fare and the
same slow service. Chairman Meins seems to come by
his financial capacities quite naturally; he is the
former bigwig of the Republican state committee and
was instrumental in bringing the El under public
ownership. By paying the former owners 85 dollars
a share when they were selling for 57 dollars a share
on the stock market, Mr. Meins deserved the chairmanship to guide his prodigy, the MTA, into a 9 million
dollar deficit.
Now that the election is over and Chairman Meins
and his party no longer need maintain any pretense
they have petitioned the Department of Public Utilities
for a fare increase. Of course, during the campaign,
when Governor-elect Dever accused the MTA commissioners of planning to raise the fare, these "pious"
gentlemen looked at him askance and asked, in wellmodulated Harvardian tones "How dare you! Sir". To
make doubly sure that Dever is charged with the fare
increase, the Dept. of Public Utilities is too busy to act
and the Republican members of the MTA are going
south for the winter to a convention in Savannah, Ga.
how convenient.
One must remember with a wry smile the statement
of Governor Bradford, "So long as I am governor, I
will do everything in my power to prevent these fare
increases from being put into effect." Bravo Governor!
Bravo! Your party buys out the El at a 28 dollar
profit per share to its owners, you and your party's
former chairman operate the MTA for a year, and now
leave the legacy of a 9 million dollar deficit, a probable
16 cent fare, and the same service up Commonwealth
?

?

?

?
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Speaking of Books
Edited by DAVID C. MEARNS
This latest book on our beloved "Civil War President" is considered
by many to be the quintessence of the many works on Lincoln. The long
concealed Lincoln manuscripts were opened to the public last summer,
Before this they had been anxiously awaited by critics of Lincoln, in
hopes of finding a wealth of new material to publish about the inner life
of the famed "rail splitter."
The huge collection of 18,000 documents had been zealously guarded
by Robert Lincoln since the assassination. Gossip grew up around them
even after Robert willed the collection with the stipulation that they
should not be opened until twenty-one years after his death.
Sensation hunters, hoping to find unsavory tidbits about Lincoln's
personal character were quickly disappointed. Wishful thinking had led
them to confuse the stale smell of the manuscripts with the ripe scent
of scandal. Mr. David C. Mearns, in his two volumes, has limited himself
to selections which he considers representative of the whole. The most
interesting revelation contained in these selections is the new insight
they give into the mind of the American People, as the inevitable conflict presents so comprehensive a cross section of private opinion and
public emotion in that crisis.
The publication of these letters in the present book reveals that
Lincoln or his clerical staff saved not only letters from bigwigs but
from cranks, "wiseacres", job hunters, well wishers, fine, upstanding
patriots and fools. Lincoln probably saved many of these for the comic
relief he always craved
relief from powerful office seekers and policy
makers.
It might have cheered him to know that a "5 year old Philadelphian
was working tirelessly for the success of his election campaign." And
that parents were naming their children after him, the girls, 'Linnie', the
boys, 'Linky'. One letter told him "to go to Charlestown, be murdered,
and thus become a martyr for the enduring Union."
This excellent work gives us a clear picture of "life in these United
States."
?

Irish Jesuit martyrs.

Currently on display at the Library are reproductions of engravings
depicting the executions of six Irish Jesuit martyrs. All the reproductions have been made by Melchor Kusel, one of the earliest of fine wood
engravers. Most of the martyrs had returned to their native land, after
being educated on the Continent, to keep the Faith strong in their fellowcountrymen. All but one of these Jesuits suffered martyrdom in Ireland.
The first of these, Fr. John Meagh, S.J., died at Gutenburg on
May 31, 1639. He was beheaded by a masked executioner while kneeling
in prayer.
Brother Dominic Collins was a military man of wide repute, having
served in the army of both France and Spain. After becoming a Brother,
he was captured by the English while he was assisting the Irish army
fighting under Hugh O'Neill. Tortured for four days, he steadfastly
refused to give up his Faith. Before his execution, he pleaded with the
onlookers to remain firm in their religion.
The third martyr, Rev. Edmund Donnelly, S.J., was captured by
English soldiers at Limerick and mercilessly dragged to Cork. On his
refusal to apostasize and to accept Elizabeth as the head of his church,
he was hanged, drawn, and quartered.
Fr. William Boynton, S.J., a priest of Cashel, refused to flee before
the onslaught of Lord Inchquin and his soldiers, who were pillaging the
countryside. He and his flock took refuge in their church, situated on
the famed Rock of Cashel. Two days later, the English, after overcoming the resistance, burst into the church and imprisoned the little
congregation. On September 15, 1647, Fr. Boynton and all his parishioners were put to death.
Rev. John Bath, S.J., and his brother, a secular priest, were cruelly
executed by Cromwell's soldiers who fired bullets at them as the priests
stood tied to a stake. These same soldiers destroyed the furniture, the
library, and the sacred vessels of the beautiful Jesuit residence at
Drogheda, the place of the execution.
The last reproduction portrays the death of Rev. Robert Netterville, at the hands of the Puritans, in this same town of Drogheda. Aged
and sick, after a lifetime of service to God, he was taken from his sickbed, dragged along the highway, and beaten with clubs until he seemed
dead. He still lived, however, for four agonizing days. At length God
called him on August 16, 1649.

What If...

by Ron Weyand

WICKFORD POINT
While the MTA has been muddling, one of Boston's
more literary satirists, John Marquand, has been
having difficulties also. A gristmill, two houses, and
48 acres, the supposed setting for Marquand's novel
Wickford Point, though for court records known as
"Curzon Mill", had become a bone of contention
between the characters (rather the prototypes of the
characters) in Wickford Point and their author. Marquand wanted to have the estate auctioned and divide
the money for the property as provided in the will
of Mrs. Margaret Hale Oakman. Thus Marquand's
father, 82 years old, would realize enough from his
share to live comfortably for the rest of his life. The
noble cousins sniffed their blue noses and would rather
have died than sell their ancestral estate. The Salem
Probate court decided this squabble by some neat
formula involving three-twelfths here and threetwelfths there and everywhere a twelfth-twelfth

The November issue of the Stylus sustains the
trend of improvement characteristic of the recent
issues. A more polished style, a more serious consideration of life, and a more constructive
attitude
are the principal improvements over
the issues of a
year or two ago.

Several Good Short Stories
Several of the short stories are excellent. "Radbod
The Bishop," by Robert Tracy, is a tale in the manner
of a folk legend, written with charming simplicity
This type of work has a definite place in the Stylus,
a Catholic college literary magazine.
Mr. Tracy's
"Old Lady Witch," however, does damage to his
reputation. It is a well-written horror story,
but the
author is capable of work with a greater significance.
"The Cask of Armadillo," by a certain "R.C.D.",
is rather mediocre, in both subject and presentation!
leaning too heavily on an artificial suspense
device
which drags out the story to a bluntly moralizing
ending.
"The Blue Neponset" is one of the two outstanding
contributions. Mr. Paul Wilkas has employed the
reporting technique in this excellent story, and demonstrates a real knowledge of the manner in which
that technique should be used for maximum
effect
He has simply reported facts, but he has carefully
selected those facts. Each one is gray and barren,
and the complete story leaves one with a gray, damp
impression of death?an impression which, in
the
sense in which Mr. Wilkas expresses it, is a
true one.

Tom Curley has also shown an ability to create
a mood through a proper selection of words and
facts
His two poems, "Street Scene" and "Stillness", are
poignant expression of an indefinable mood which is
best described in his own words?"brown, dusty."
"Betty Likes Me, Now," by Bob Meade, is a rather
poor product. The device used is one which must be
perfect in order to be effective. Nicholas Varga's
"A Song May End" is one of the better stories. Wellwritten, it has a sharp, yet subtle, point, and it is
presented by Varga in a novel way.

Satire Too Strong
Perhaps the story which has occasioned the greatest
amount of comment on the campus is "Ham, Vesta,
and the .5 Child". James O'Brien has allowed his
caustic wit to run amok in this concoction of blunt
satire. His attack, of course, is justified. It might
even have some application, incidentally, on our own
campus. However, the attack is made with a surfeit
of cynical wit, and the point is thus somewhat obscured. Satire should be used after the fashion of a
surgeon's knife, not like a butcher's cleaver.

The second outstanding contribution to this issue
is Robert Tracy's "Judas Iscariot". Mr. Tracy has
drawn a dynamic picture, stripped of all embellishment, creating the only conceivable impression of
such a scene. "Hilltop" is also a good poem, but his
two other pieces do not meet his own standard. Driscoll and Tolland impress this critic as having said
to themselves: "I wish to write a poem. What shall
I write about?"

On the whole, this collection is indicative of an
improved technical ability and quite a deal of creative imagination. A few writers, such as Tracy,
O'Brien and Varga, seem to comprehend the proper
relation of the artist to God and to man. This is
the type of writing the Stylus should foster, being
careful to exclude sermons and rubbish.
Another example of what should be in the Stylus
is the intelligent article by William V. Carty, "Hollywood Has A Thorn." Mr. Carty spotlights the basic
inadequacy of Hollywood?its lack of capacity to
understand what the real human nature is, and the
consequent insipid treatment of good and evil. Articles like this remind one of the fact that Boston
College is a Catholic school?a most refreshing experience, I must admit.

RESURRECTION
The derelict Quoddy Tidal Project, which the War
Assets Administration couldn't sell because the bids
were too low, is about to get a transfusion. Senatorelect Margaret Chase Smith and Senator Brewster of
Maine, as well as Senator Saltonstall and Governorelect Dever are to be the attending physicians.
Not only the Quoddy Project but also the Enfield

"

By JOSEPH F. DEE, JR.

Sense Of Responsibility

EE-I-EE-I-O.

Dam and the development and dredging of the Merrimac and Connecticut Rivers will be presented to the
United States Congress by the New England delegations, more hopeful and more organized for action.
The President has formerly shown interest in the New
England hydro-electric power projects even when the
New England senators and representatives were
strangely disinclined to act. With the Democrats
"rarin' to go, the rock-ribbed Republicans of Maine
have finally discovered the "New Deal".

Stylus In Review

"IF THIS IS SOMEONE'S IDEA OF A JOKE, I FAIL TO
APPRECIATE IT."

Not so the specimen offered by Mr. Coss. The
music critic should pay more attention to music and
less attention to achieving the style of a writer for
the "New Yorker." It is not for us to judge how much
attention should be paid to "dewy-eyed chorus girls."
The clever, sophisticated patter of Mr. Coss obscures the point of his article. His argument seems
to be that the American audience is infected with a
disease called "stupidity, bad taste, and stale sophistication," but such an argument can hardly be developed by references to a platinum-blonde waitress
in Drummond, Montana, or by sarcastic remarks
about Philistines from "some Jesuit school in St.
Louis."
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Student Salesman Reutter Makes Good
Take, for example, the case of student training course which emMaurice J. Reutter, '49, a business braces individualized instruction.
Frequently students come to the student majoring in marketing Rexair has only direct-to-consumer

placement bureau seeking part
time employment, but become very
disappointed when they are offered
a sales job on a commission basis.
What is wrong- with a commission
job? Not only does a commission
salesman get a higher rate of pay
for doing easier work, but he also
receives great personal satisfaction
as well as invaluable business experience and countless advantages
in personality development. But of
greater importance is the skill one
acquires to aid in his activity long
after college life.

who in October 1947 saw a Rexair
sales demonstration in Mr. Bryan's
advertising class. Because of studies it wasn't until December that he
accepted part time sales work with
Rexair Corporation of Toledo, Ohio.
As he gained experience, his percentage of sales to demonstrations
increased rapidly. Moe now sells
an average of six Rexairs per
month; his last 13 demonstrations
resulted in 11 sales.
Banister B. Robison, the New
England Territorial Manager of
Rexair, has established an excellent
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ST. MARYS COLLEGE

distribution, thus the student is
never competing with department
By PAUL MITCHELL
stores or other retailers. In the
12 years of Rexair's existence over
one million machines have been
sold and are in daily use in homes
In the second last game of the 1948 football season tomorrow
and public buildings all over the afternoon the Eagles
will play host to Saint Mary's College.
United States.
The placement bureau is now accepting applications from students THE COLLEGE
who would like to earn more by
Saint Mary's College, with traditions of nearly ninety years, is
using their talents advantageously. cradled in picturesque Moraga Valley on the East shores of San
Let your ingenuity be satisfied! Let Francisco Bay in Contra Costa County, California. Exclusively a man's
your initiative start you on the college, Saint Mary's originally was founded in San Francisco in 1863
(same year as Boston College), was moved to Oakland, California in
road to abundance!
1889 and in 1928, because of the crowded conditions, a third transition
was needed, this time to the ample 500-acre tract of California land
that the college now occupies.
Often referred to as the "Little white academic city", Saint Mary's
boasts an artistic setting painted by the college's low and rambling
buildings of Spanish-California design with their red tile and white
concrete against a backdrop of rolling, lofty hills, emerald green in
winter and spring, chestnut-brown in summer and autumn.
The campus not only is one of the beauty spots of California, but
one
is
of the most completely equipped and commodious men's college
plants in the nation.
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The Eagles Meet

THE CURRICULA
"Individual study means personalized instruction", is the educational theory of the Christian Brothers, who operate Saint Mary's. It
remains a small college by choice, affording individual attention to
students and promoting a strong democratic feeling, a sense of unity
among students, and a highly developed college spirit notable within
its walls. Saint Mary's educates in three fields: Liberal Arts, Economics and Business Administration, and Science.
Liberal Arts is the most general and comprehensive. In a sense
it is a school of diversified and broad liberal education.
The School of Economics and Business Administration carries out
its educational aims through a study and comprehension of the growth
and extension of the science of Economics. Together with Philosophy
and Ethics, students in this school are better able to appraise the
problems in Economics since their major studies in this field are correlated with Philosophy and Ethics.
The School of Science at Saint Mary's affords students a detailed
and continued program designed for students intending to make science
their careers. Thus, in either of the three schools, Saint Mary's College
endeavors to prepare alert young men thoroughly in their respective
fields of study, who will know not just how to make a living but also
how to live.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
"College life should not be all study". Saint Mary's encourages

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly
than the next 2 leading brands combined!
An impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals
the smoking preference of the men who really know tobacco?auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen. More of these independent
experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two
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leading brands combined,

reasonable participation in all her extra-curricular activities, believing
that a balance between curricular and extra-curricular activities is an
essential part of every students education. These activities include a
College Band, Glee Club, a 'Little Theatre' for those interested in
drama, a campus radio club, broadcasting from Station KHSM on
campus, a Debating Society, a Cultural program which consists of
lectures, etc. quite similar to B. C.'s Cross & Crown. Last but not
least is the student's most important extra-curricular activity?the
colkge publication. Saint Mary's call it THE COLLEGIAN. In addition
to this, the faculty sponsors a literary publication called THE MORAGA

QUARTERLY. Saint Mary's College sponsors no

fraternities, except

the fraternity of Saint Mary's students, alumni and friends, but there
are numerous clubs and societies for all.
ATHLETICS FOR ALL STUDENTS
Every Saint Mary's student is encouraged to participate in athletics
through the various intramural and intercollegiateteams of the college.
For men aiming to become athletic coaches, a physical education
department in which a student may minor is the latest addition to the
college's curricular. The athletic program aims to develop the physical
man in harmony with mental and spiritual growth. Students may participate in football, baseball, basketball, track, and intramural sports.
EDUCATION AND BROTHER AUSTIN
The President of Saint Mary's College, Brother Austin of the
Christian Brothers, has said, "Were one to ask what distinguishes
education at a college like Saint Mary's, the answer would be just this:
that we believe and teach those things which have contributed most to
make life worth living and to make men worth while. We promise
people will not go wrong by following our teaching, while we cannot
promise they will go right by not following it".

NEXT WEEK?HOLY CROSS

VOTE

IN THE

STUDENT ELECTIONS
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THE AMERICAN TOBACCO

Nominal Charge for Accessories
COMPANY

LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO
So round, so firm, so fully packed
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TAILS $4.50

TUXEDOS $3.00

free and easy on the draw

CROSTON

&

CARR CO

Retail Clothiers

72 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON
8. C. Representative

-

FRED ARATA, C.B.A.
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Tower to Town
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Dr. Maluf Lectures on Philosophy
Of Mathematics Before Math Club

College Papers
On Display
In Library

DEDICATION
On behalf of the Staff, we gratefully dedicate this week's column
and issue to Sister M. Teresa, a constant reader from the Cathedral
High School in Portland, Maine. We received a package from her in
care of Circulation Manager Neil Phillips containing candy for all of
us. We don't have to say how much we appreciate Sister Teresa's
thoughtful generosity, as the empty candy wrappers strewn about the
office floor will attest to that.
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THE WEEK'S WORK
Last Saturday's Victory Dance at the Somerset's Louis XIV Ballroom was undoubtedly the best this year. It just goes to show how the
name of a good dance floor can draw people. It was quite crowded but
the music was so smooth that it didn't make any difference. We may
have Brad Kent again sometime. During the intermission, the audience
could have shown a little more enthusiasm when Estamarie Shea, Regis
Senior Class President, drew out the numbers of the door prize winners.
The football was won by Danny Hayes while the football tickets and
dinner were won by Ernest Currelli. There were quite a few red faces
after Ed Kennedy's intermission remarks which declaimed the students'
cheering spirit, particularly during the first half. Ed was backed up
by Kenny Hughes.
Charge d'affaires, Dick Riley was very pleased with the turnout
and assures everybody that the next two dances will be just as good
if not better, so we'll see you at both of them. Next Saturday's will
also be at the Louis XIV Room with B.C.'s own Fred Sateriale supplying
the music. Next week is the always popular Holy Cross Victory Dance
at the Copley. Remember, tomorrow night will be your last chance to
lay your hands on a good pair of the hard to get Holy Cross vs. Boston
College football game tickets. Don't miss it.
There was a moderately good showing at last Friday night's Torchlight Parade. Every single person who came, brought with him, and
her, enough spirit to match that of three men! What a time they are
going to have at next week's 'Cross Torchlight Parade, when three
times as many people are expected to attend, if they all show the
same amount of spirit that this small but representative group did.
The NSA Intercollegiate Fashion Show at the Rindge Tech Auditorium in Cambridge was distinctive and noteworthy in its very novel
presentation. It has received good reports from all around, but the
men who attended found it rather difficult to concentrate on the clothes.
Yay for the NSA!
The Emmanuel Fall Frolic was last Friday Night instead of tonight. Those who attended had a very nice time with most of the Emmanuel Alumnae from the class of '48 attending. The good time was
carried over to the many parties which followed.
Sunday afternoon, the Sophomores and Juniors of the Newton College of the Sacred Heart had another of their Tea Dances. As usual men
from a number of different local colleges and Holy Cross attended,
but as usual it was the B.C. attendance that made the party. Benediction

Dr. Fakhri B. Maluf, Assistant
Professor Philosophy, presented a
lecture entitled "The Philosophy of
Mathematics" before nearly 200
members of the Ricci Mathematics
Academy, last Monday. Mr. Joseph
F. Krebs, Moderator of the Ricci
Mathematics Academy, performed
the duties of Master of Ceremonies.
By way of introduction the dynamic professor placed before the
audience three facts; first that to
this day a patron saint for Mathematics is non-existent, second that
among- the different sources of sophistry, Mathematics by a wide
margin tops the list, and third that
the present generation gives to
Mathematics as such, the greatest
treatment ever accorded
it has
established Mathematics as an end
in itself and not as a means to an
end.

Currently appearing in the show
cases of the Boston College Library
is the Heights Second Annual College Newspaper Exhibit sponsored
by the Intercollegiate Department
of the Heights.
EVERY STATE
College newspapers from every
state in the Union, from Maine to
California, from Washington to
Florida are being displayed. The
college newspapers of many of
B. C.'s athletic opponents are to be
seen in the cases which are located
at the rear of the library's Gargan
Hall.
OLDEST ISSUE
Also on display and the center
of interest in the exhibit is Volume
I. No. 3, of the Heights, the oldest
issue on file. This miniature tabloid, published on December 3, 1919,
is contrasted with subsequent
issues of 1920 (it started to grow)
and 1948. Surrounding the 'oldest' are current issues of Boston
College's sister Jesuit college pub-

I

A Speculation Science
The professor then dichotomized
science into two subclasses, the
speculative and the practical. The
lications.
former is made up of true or false
propositions whereas the latter is
300 EXCHANGES
The exhibit, which is to appear composed of right or wrong prethrough next Friday, is to be split cepts. The speculative looks at
into two groups because of the lack reality while the practical aims at
of available space. Approximately an end. To abolish the speculative,
150 of the 300 issues received in part of reality must be destroyed;
exchange and on display this week to do likewise for the practical, the
will be supplemented by the re- end must be destroyed. Mathemainder beginning Monday next. matics appears to be a speculative
science.
ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
At this point Dr. Maluf, a deep
The Intercollegiate Department
thinker
and
true philosopher,
itself was inaugurated three years
into the existential order of
delved
effort
foster
to
ago in an
the good
will of Boston College throughout subsistent entities and individual
the colleges of The United States, substances such as God, angels,
men, trees, animals, plants, and
its possessions and Canada.
minerals.
What was his point in
Each week in conjunction with
the Circulation Department, the doing this you might ask? It was
Heights is sent to some 350 col- done in way of explanation of the
that
mathematical
leges of whom 300 reciprocate. The proposition
department is believed to be among things or entities do not exist as
the largest of its kind in the world physical substance?they are ens
according to estimates made by the rationis. Consequently MathemaHeights. Students are invited to ticians are unrealists to the extent
drop in at the Heights office on of thinking of entities which have a
Friday afternoons and to peruse foundation in reality.
Due to the brevity of time the
their '"favorite" college publicalecturer presented several catetions.
gorical and dogmatic statements
without amplification or ramification.

to

;

j

known. Refreshments were served and an enjoyable evening was had
William Haskins '49, a first Seby all.
mester Senior in the College of Arts
&
Sciences was recently elected
TONIGHT, ETC.
President of the Pre-Medical SemTonight, as if you didn't know, is the night of the Nursing School inar. William Hallisy, '50 was
Sophomore Informal. It is to take place in T-100 at the cost of one elected Vice-President, Robert Hadollar and twenty cents per person. Student Freddy Diemar will supply ley, '49, Treasurer, and Robert
the music and a good time is planned for all. If this dance is anything Bowe, '50, was elected Secrelike their dance of last May, it can't help but be a success and a credit tary.
Haskins is a veteran of the Field
to the girls' hard work in arranging it. The girls seems to give their
dance that indefinable feminine touch which is noticed and appreciated Artillery in the recent war, a cum
by everyone. Any one of the nurses will be most happy to sell you a laude student, and resides in the
ticket, but if you can't find one, they'll be on sale at the door tonight. Dorms.
Robert E. Kelleher, '49, Knight
Here's good news for those students who had such a good time at
the St. Elizabeth Nurses' dance at their Keith Hall last month. They've Commander of the Order of the
got another one, just as good, scheduled for tonight and they would Cross & Crown, gave an informative lecture on the subject of Cullike to see all their friends from the last dance again.
ture
vs. Science during- the interim
group
A
of B. C. Students from the Sacred Heart Parish of Newton
are backing a Sadie Hawkins' Day Dance tomorrow night at the Sacred when the ballots were being countHeart School Hall for the benefit of their parish. Music will be bv ed. From the statistics that Kelleher had compiled it was evident that
Larry Cooper, tariff a dollar a head.
little
in
the
cafe
pleasant
you
Those
saw down
surprises
during a happy medium between the two
must be attained if the student
Society's
week
were
of
the
cast
of
the
Dramatic
Regis
College
part
the
presentation of "Stardust". If you'd rather watch a play than dance wishes to enter Medical school.
tonight or Sunday, here's your opportunity. It's a real comedy, guaran- His mind should be sharp, his schoteed to keep you laughing. B.C. Dramatists on loan to Regis for the lastic average excellent, he should
occasion are Bill Leydon and Tom Downes, along with the usual B.C. be versed in Social Politics and Fine
D.S. contingent, who will play opposite Regis' Jackie Choquette and Arts before he can ever hope to be
the inimitable Tehrie Holden. When you're looking for something to do accepted to Medical School, KelleSunday evening, it'd be a good idea to motor out to the Regis Audi- her continued.
In conclusion, the Rev. Joseph
torium in Weston for the show, it begins at eight and only costs \
Walsh,
S.J., Moderator of the Sema dollar.
inar advised the members of the
ambitious plans of the organizaODDS AND ENDS
One of our editors was wearing a bright crimson face last Monday tion. He hopes in future years to inas he got up and walked out of the Jerry O'Leary lecture. He had been clude the pre-med seminar here
running to catch the Student Council meeting and forgot that the meet- into a national honor organization.
ing place had been changed. After seating himself smack-dab in the
middle of the hall, it took him all of two minutes to realize that
DISTINCTIVE CORSAGES
Lecturer O'Leary was not Council President Gallotti .. . Students were
staring with amazement 'at Senior Election Manager Ed Fogarty the
other day. His excuse was that he had grabbed the wrong hat that morning, leaving his familiar fugitive from a cat fight at home . Down
at Dreamwold last Saturday, they held an "end of the season" party in
Flowers tor all Occasion*
honor of its closing for the winter . . Did you see the way those cheerArlington Conservatories
leaders were throwing firecrackers around last Saturday? They nearly
418 Washington Street
gave the Marine Color Guard battle fatigue .. By the way, those Marines
shoot
Frank
the
second
time
he
ready
Kelly
were
to
that
announced
Brighton
that they were from Charlestown. They want it known that they are
Flowers Telegraphed
strictly from Fargo .. The Election Managers deserve a vote of thanks
from the student body for the fine work they are doing at the student
AL 4-2729
polls. They prefer though, to be freed from the obligation of turning
(Continued on page 14)
..

entity abstracts from
change, and has no connection with
sensibles.
There exists no true
knowledge of a substance when
only the quantity is known, for
quantity is only an accident in itself. There is no Mathematics in
God or the angels where spirit
knows spirit. Neither is there
Mathematics where sense "knows"
sense. Mathematics only appears
when a spirit knows matter, which
is man knowing the material
through his immaterial soul. Such
beings as "i", the square root of
minus one, and topology with its
abstract spaces and infinite number
of dimensions, although they are

immaterial mathematical entities,
came into the intellect first from
the material for as the Scholastic
Philosopher says, Nihil est in intellect nisi quod prius, fuerit in
sensu.

Quantity too is dichotomized into
discrete and continuous. Discrete
or discontinuous quantity is multitude, integers or numbers such as
5. Arithmetic is the study of discrete quantity. Continuous quan-

tity is magnitude and does not have
division e.g., line, plane, and solid.
Geometry
employs
continuous
quantity.

Fractions
Traditionally

Mathematics is
comprised of only whole numbers. A fraction is a relation between two numbers. The arithmetic of ancient times is only analogous to the arithmetic of modern
times. In the traditional conception arithmetic studied the properties of number like even or odd,
prime or non-prime.
With the establishing of a relation between continuous quantity
and discrete quantity, Descartes
founded and set up Analytic Geometry. Today we measure continuous quantity by using discontinuous quantity?forcing continuity
to be discontinuous.
Everyone knows the square root
of four is two, but not everyone
knows that the square root of two
is not a number. Dr. Maluf by
algebraic methods proved the validity of the preceding statement.
One unique thing about MatheStudy of Quantity
matics, it is like a web, it never
It is only natural that the acci- in itself,
leads to God, unlike the
dent "quantity" should be dis- other sciences.
With the rigor of
cussed. Dr. Maluf asserted that Mathematics
today the mind beMathematics is rooted in the acci- comes supreme. Thus concluded
dent "quantity"; quantity being one of
the finest lectures on the
conceived as a substance. A math- Philosophy
of Mathematics ever to
be heard at Boston College.
Rev. John A. Tobin, S. J., Chairman of the Physics Department,
will speak on "Mathematics as the
Language of Science" Monday.
Nov. 29.

j

Bill Haskins
followed.
New President
Last Sunday evening, the Junior Philomatheia Club had an inthe fine turnout. Of Pre-Med
formal dance which proved to be a
success due
Danceable music was rendered by a rather good quartet, name not j
great

'ematical

KITTY MAHONEY

.

Class of '43
Completes Plans
For Big Dance

Elections Today
Elections are being conducted
Plans for a dance have been comtoday in the Mathematics Library
pleted by the Class of 1943. Wally until 4:00 p. m. Miss Louise MurBoudreau, Chairman of the Class phy, Mathematics Department SecBoard of Governors, has announced retary, will supervise the voting.
that the dance will be held on the An
important referendum
on
evening- of the B. C'.-Holy Cross monthly dues necessary to insure
game at the Hotel Continental. Mu- adequate social activities will be
sic will be provided by Fred Sa- found on the bottom of the ballot.
teriale, '50. Mr. G. T. *Antico, InJuniors and seniors are invited
structor of Spanish in the CBA, to join the Ricci Mathematics Acadis a member of the Ticket Commit- emy and to contribute stories for

tee.

the Journal.
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Freshman Class Candidate Sketches
FRESHMAN CLASS PRESIDENT

GEORGE T. BURKE, a resident of
Newtonville, graduated from Boston College High School in June

Freshman Football Team, Heights' WILLIAM J. FANDEL, Jr., a stusports writer, and Sailing- Club.
dent in BS Biology, is a resident of
Everett, and graduated from Our
ALFRED W. SCHMITZ, of BS His- Lady
of Grace School and Everett
tory, Section L., is 18 years of age. High School. F'ollowing
service in
He attended St. Thomas Aquinas the
States Marine Corps he
United
Institute in Rochester, New York. studied at Northeastern University
In high school he was active in the Evening- School, and later came to
following clubs and activities, VarBoston College. He is a member of
sity Football,

1948. While in high school he wrote
for the school magazine and yearbook, took part in minstrel shows,
plays and oratorical contests, and
Varsity Boxing, Inmade the Senior Honor Society. He
tramural Basketball and Baseball,
is enrolled in Freshman H, AB Ski Club, Mission
Club, German
Mathematics, and is now his section Club. Golf Club, Varsity
Show, and
representative.
both of the school papers.

PHILLIP A. NORTON, born in
1928 in Newton, graduated in
1946 from St. Mary's High of Waltham. While at St. Mary's, his extra-curricular activities consisted
of football, basketball, Student
Council, Class President, and President of Religious Society. After
graduation he joined the Army for
eighteen months, and spent all this
time in Texas. He is in BS His: tory, Section K.

I

(Photo courtesy of the B.

C. Camera

Club)

RICHARD J. BURGESS, of BS
History, Section L., is a graduate
of Brookline High School.
He
served with the Army in the 2nd
Infantry Division and is now Publicity Officer of Brookline Chapter
No. 11 of the Disabled American
Veterans. At Boston College he
is a member of the Marquette Debating Society.

TREASURER

SAMUEL J. ABDONORE, of Section P, BS Biology, was born in
February, 1929, in* the South End.
He attended Rice Grammar School,
and Boston English High School.
His activities at Boston English included two years of varsity basketball, and one year in the Glee Club.
F'ollovving graduation, he took a
post-graduate course at Boston
English, and, on its completion, entered Boston College.

JOHN H. O'NEIL, Section P., is a
native of Old Orchard Beach, Maine.

GEORGE V. BIRD, of BS History,
Section K., was born in April, 1926,
at Medford, Mass. He attended St.
Joseph's School and Medford High
School. At Medford High, he played
three years of varsity baseball, and
one year of hockey. Upon graduation in 1943, he entered the Marine
Corps for three years, two of which
were spent in the Pacific Area. He
was discharged in 1946, and returned to Medford High for postgraduate work, and later went to
Newman Prep where he played on

He was graduated from Cheverus
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graduated

WALTER M. McDONOUGH of
Section C, commutes from Dorchester. He is a graduate of Boston College High Schcol, and is one
of three brothers now at the College. He is taking an AB Greek
course and is Sergeant-at-Arms of
the Marquette Debating Society.

EMIL F. MACURA of Section N., where he played football and base-
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j
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PAUL H. FRASER of Section W.,
a life-long resident of Arlington,

Classical High School of Portland
with the class of 1946. While at
Cheverus he was active in athletics
and other school functions. He is
a veteran, having served in the oc- THOMAS F. MURPHY, BS Hiscupation of Japan.
tory. Section L., has been a lifelong
of Arlington, and graduresident
EUGENE P. TINORY, of BS Hisated from Arlington High School.
tory, Section L., is a native of West
He intends to study law after leavRoxbury. Upon his graduation
ing Boston College.
from Technical High School in 1947,
he took a post-graduate course at
JOSEPH F. O'SHAUGHNESSY of
Public Latin School, and then en- Section N.,
BS Economics, is a
tered Boston College. His activities graduate of Belmont High
School
in high school were: Glee Club, where he was Class Treasurer, and
Track, Prom and Yearbook Com- a member of the
Dramatic Society
mittee, Librarian and Vice-Presi- and the football team. He later
dent of the History Club.
attended Huntington Prep School

is a graduate of Framingham High
School. While there, he quarterbacked the football team, was a
member of the basketball squad,
the Glee Club and the Student
the basketball team that represent- Council. During his senior year,
ed Newman in the Eastern States he served as Class Treasurer.
Tournament at Glen Falls, N. Y.
JAMES H. RYAN. He was born
on Oct. 9, 1930, in Albion, New
York and his present home address
is 107 Magee Ave., Rochester, New
York. He graduated from Aquinas
Institute, Rochester, New York.
While in high school he was Secretary of the school Sodality, Assistant Editor of School Mission Paper, President of Mission Unit,
member of the Student Council,
member of Greek Club, Honor Roll
for four years, and a member of
Varsity football, basketball, and
boxing squads. At Boston College
he rooms at O'Connell Hall. Ryan
is in the A.B. Greek Honors Course
and is active as a member of the

PAUL FOUGERE of Section V., is
a resident of Cambridge and graduated from Cambridge High and
Latin School in 1948. He entered
Boston College the same year where
he is a member of the Radio Club,
the Concert Orchestra, and a prospective member of the American
Institute of Physics.

from Arlington High
School in 1947. He is enrolled in
the BS Physics course of the ColPAUL F. KENDRICK, AB Greek lege of Arts and Sciences, and his
Honors, Section A., was born in ultimate goal is to be an electrical
North Quincy, Mass. He attended engineer. In high school he served
Montclair School, North Quincy on the Student Council, and was acJunior High School and Boston Col- tive in many other school functions.
lege High School where he graduated with the class of 1948. At JAMES F. HARRINGTON of SecB. C. High he was a member of the tion S. BS Chemistry, is a graduate
of Whitman High School, and
Student Council.
served 18 months in the U. S. Army.

VICE-PRESIDENT

j

Evelyn Waugh chatting with Rev. William Leonard, S.J., Moderator
of the Stylus, on the occasion of the famed English novelist's visit
to Boston College.
well as one of the world's better
Evelyn Waugh
satirists. Some of his earlier books
(Continued from Page 1)
wit that has made him the out- include "Decline and Fall," "Vile
standing proponent of British hu- Bodies," "Black Mischief," "A
mor today. Most of the questions Handful of Dust," and "Scoop"
(which grew out of his experiences
veered from the techniques of ficas
a war-correspondent in Ethition craft to the circumstances beHis most popular travel
opia.)
hind Waugh's two most widelybooks
are
"Mexico: An Object Lesdiscussed works, the tremendously
successful "Brideshead Revisited" son" and "A Bachelor Abroad."
and the recent, brilliantly satiric A Convert in 1930
In 1930, he was received into the
"Loved One." The latter, he said,
Catholic Church by Rev.
Roman
inspired
by
was
a visit to CaliforMartin
D'Arcy,
S.J., provincial of
nia, the land of "displaced persons
England's
Society
of Jesus. His
?people without roots." There at
rewarding
most
Catholic
book to
Forest Lawn Cemetery, that monument to modern paganism, he elate has been "Edmund Campion,"
found the background material for a novelized biography of the first
"Loved One." Sharp condemna- Jesuit to be martyred during the
reign of bloody Elizabeth. Since
tion of the book by the American Morticians Society prompted his conversion he has also written
Waugh to quip: "It probably would "Put Out More Flags," "Bridesposition in
not be safe for me to die in Amer- head," which won him a
the Gallery of Living Catholic Auica."
When asked why he withdrew thors, and the controversy-stimu"Brideshead Revisited" from the lating "Loved One." During the
process of being filmed, Waugh war, he was a Commando major
explained that the Hollywood pro- with the Royal Marines.
His tour in America will take him
ducers were "horrified" that he
should want the essence of the story to several American colleges, one
kept intact. "The Marchmain fam- of which will be Loyola College in
ily I hope, represent a normal Baltimore. Waugh holds an honCatholic family facing the modern orary degree from that institution.
world," he said. "Cordelia is the During his stay here, he expects
good Catholic woman standing up also to visit Thomas Merton at the
against all obstacles; Sebastian is Trappist monastery at Gethsemani,
the youth assailed by temptations Kentucky. Merton is the author of
the currently pertinent "Seven
?in this case, alcoholism."
The London-born, Oxford-edu- Storey Mountain," a biography for
cated author is a renowned critic, which Waugh had the highest
journalist and world-traveler, as praise.

JOSEPH M. Zdanovich of Section
8., was born in the West End,
but now resides in Chestnut Hill.
He graduated from St. Joseph's
Parochial School in 1938, Boston
Trade High in 1942, and Newman
Prep in 1947. He served over three
years in the Marine Corps, and
was discharged with the rank of
Sergeant.

SECRETARY

the Ricc-i Math Club, the Boston
College Club of Everett, and the
Holy Name Society.

A. A. REPRESENTATIVE

ball.

At Boston College he is a

Section Representative.

JOHN H. SAYERS, an AB Greek
Honors student, resides in Newton.
He attended Boston College High
School for four years, and was a
class officer each year. John won a
competitive scholarship to Boston
College last year.

ROLAND D. MAHONEY, of Sec- CHARLES M. SMITH of Section
tion M., has been a member of the A., AB Greek Honors, graduated
HEIGHTS society staff during the
years 1944-45 and 1948. He was
born in Boston, February 18, 1926,
and went to Newton High School.
He spent two years in the Criminal
Investigation Department of the
U. S. Army.

STUDENT COUNCIL
REPRESENTATIVE

from

Sacred

Heart

Grammar

School, Weymouth, and Boston Col-

lege High School. In high school
he was a member of the honor society and active in Dramatics,
Band, and Sodality. At Boston
College he is a member of the Band.
HENRY M. TYSZKOWSKI of BS
Biology, comes from Providence,
R. I. He was educated in Tyler Parochial and Central High Schools.
In high school he was a member of
the Debating Team, and a member
of the Student Council for three
years.
At Boston College, he is a
member of the Marquette Debating
Society.

STEPHEN J. CLARKE of Section
D attended St. Patrick's High
School in Watertown, and was graduated in 1948. While in school he
was editor of the school paper and
the Yearbook. He has been prominent in town youth activities and
in his parish functions. At Boston ROBERT A. WARD of BS ChemCollege he is a member of the Dra- istry, Section T., attended St. Jomatic Society and French Club.
seph's School, and Maiden CatholicHigh School. At M.C.H.S., he was
a member of the Track Team, Play
Committee and Yearbook Committee. He entered the U. S. Army in
Aug. 1946, and was discharged in
Dec. 1947. While in the Army, he
served in Tokyo, Japan as a Finance
Technician.
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Sketches of CBA Freshman Candidates
a member of the Ramblers Club of
Brookline. After working in an
office for the greater part of a year
FRANCIS J. CASSIDY
Frank was born in Lynn, Mass. he was accepted to the Business
on September 22, 1928, and has School where he will major in ac"lived in Swampscott ever since. He counting.
graduated from Swampscott High
EDWARD L. ENGLERT
in 1947 and went to Newman Prep.
He is a graduate of Boston
He came to B. C. in September,
English
High class of 1946. At
1948.
High
he was class officer
English
In High School he participated
in football, hockey, and track, and for two years. He served 18 months
in the Army. He lives in West
was chairman of several comRoxbury.
mittees. He was a member of the
Student Council, Red Cross Rep- PATRICK T. GREELEY
resentative, and a member of the
Pat was born in Portland, Maine.
science club. While in High School
He attended the local parochial
he played basketball for the Town
Team, and at Newman he also schools, graduating from Cheverus
While
High School.
attending
played basketball. He is an active
Cheverus he was active in the Demember of the Holy Name Society.
bating and Dramatic Societies and
At B. C. he is on the Freshman
was on the staff of the school paper
Football squad, and is enrolled in
the Senior Year Book.
and
the R. 0. T. C.
Pat entered the College of Arts
and Sciences at Boston College in
WILLIAM E. COSTELLO
Bill Costello, a Dorchester boy, 1945. After completing his Freshman year he then went into the
spent four years at St. Columban's
Seminary in upper New York prior United States Marine Corps. Was
stationed in North Carolina and
to entering Boston College in 1945.
joined the 2nd Division.
there
his
completing
After
Freshman
Upon
completion of his military
year in A B Math he entered the
sojourn in August of this year he
service. While in the service he
decided upon a business career and re-entered Boston College where
he matriculated at the College of
so, when his tour of duty was finBusiness
Administration.
ished in 1948, he entered the College of Business Administration.
FRANK J. MARR

PRESIDENT

JOHN E. MURRAY
He is a graduate of Lexington
High School where he served as
President of the Student Council.
He was captain of Lexington's undefeated track team as a Senior.
Upon graduation he was awarded
the American Legion Medal as the
outstanding athlete in his class.
After discharge from the Navy he
spent two years at Tufts College
where he earned a varsity letter in
cross-country. He is class representative of Sec. J.

VICE-PRESIDENT
RICHARD M. CLANCY
Dick comes from the state of
Maine, Portland to be exact. He
graduated from Cheverus Classical
High School as an honor student
in 1943, and then entered the Maine
Maritime Academy at Castine,
Maine, where he received his commission. He sailed during and after
the war serving in the South
Pacific, Far East and Middle Mediterranean areas. Dick is a first
semester freshman in the college of

Business Administration.
JAMES FRANCIS MALONEY, Jr.
Born in Lynn, Mass, on December 19, 1927, he has since lived in
Swampscott, Mass. He attended
and
Swampscott High School
graduated from Saint John's Preparatory School in Danvers, Mass.
At St. John's he participated in all
athletics and held the office of
secretary in the Alpha Delta Phi
Club. He is a disabled veteran
having served in the U. S. Navy.
JAMES DOYLE
He was born in Dublin, Ireland
in 1928 and came to America at the
age of six months and has lived
since that time in Jamaica Plain.
He was educated in the grammar
schools of Jamaica Plain and
graduated from Jamaica Plain
High School. He spent two years in
the Marines and was at Okinawa
where he received a battle star and
Purple Heart. He spent a year at
Newman Prep. He is interested in
sports above anything else and
earned a few letters in High School.
He hopes to be a lawyer upon
graduation from the Heights.

JOHN F. MONAHAN
Formerly lived in Roslindale, but

now resides in Norwood. Graduated
from Boston English High School
in 1946. Served 18 months in the
U. S. Army. After discharge, attended Veterans' School, High
School of Commerce building in
Boston.

SECRETARY
JAMES H. CORBERT
He is a resident of Brookline,
graduate of Brookline
High School, class of 1947. His
high school activities included:
Home room Chairman, member of
the student council, track team and
Mass, and a

Section "B"
Born in Lynn, Mass., and attended Lynn English High School.
While at English served as Business and Advertising Manager of
the school magazine. Also a member of the band and orchestra for
four years, having been elected
manager in the Junior and Senior
years. Graduated from English in
1945 and entered the Navy.
Communicant of St. Pius Parish
in Lynn, member of the Holy Name
Society there; and Chairman of the
Nocturnal Adoration Society.
Also a member of the Post 6,
American Legion Band, and a member of the executive committee of
the Lynn English Alumni Association.

Came to B. C. in September of
this year and is at present a member of the band and sodality.

FRANCIS P. McDERMOTT
He was born in Boston, Mass., attended the Milton schools, graduated from Boston College High.
He attended Boston College A&S
for one year before enlisting in

Naval Aviation.
TREASURER
ANTHONY LOSCOCCO
Anthony Loscocco is a resident
of Dorchester. He graduated from
the High School of Commerce in
1948. While in high school he was
an active member in the glee club,
an editor of the school magazine,
and a member of the Key Club (a
school improvement club). He entered Boston College in 1948 where
he plans to major in accounting.

FRANCIS J. O'HEARN, JR.
Frank was born in Brookline

years ago. He attended Brookline High School and
upon graduation, entered the U. S.
Navy for a period of two years.
After being discharged, Frank attended prep school in Boston, and
entered Boston College this past
September.

twenty-three

GERALD P. ASHBY
He is residing at 24 Banks Rd.,
Swampscott, Mass. Attended St.
John's Grammar School, Swampscott and
graduated from St.
Mary's High of Lynn, Mass. He
served approximately two and a
half years in the Army. He attended Newman Prep in Boston. In
High School he was a member of
the orchestra and Glee Club accompanist.

A. A. REPRESENTATIVE
RALPH MANGANIELUO
He was born in Boston, Mass, but
moved to Monson, Mass, early in
his life. He attended Monson Public
Schools and in school he was president of his class for two years and
interested in sports. He played on
the varsity soccer, basketball and
baseball teams.
After the service he went to the
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Fulton Notes

Monson Academy, a college prep
school, where he played on the HOUSE AFFAIRS
In the absence of President John
soccer, basketball, and golf teams.
the vice president, Gus GilKielty,
He knows sports well and the
mour
substituted as chairman
ably
workings behind them.
on the federal aid topic which held
the attention of Fultonians in
THOMAS F. MEGAN, JR.
house debate, last Monday, Nov.
He graduated from Watertown 15th. The participants were well
High School in the class of 1948. versed in the various aspects of the
While in high school he engaged case, and delivered their arguments
actively in baseball and golf and admirably.
was Editor and Chief of the Year
"There are three major issues
which
demand the adoption of this
At
Boston
Book.
College he now
is a member of the Heights, Mar- resolution, namely: the need for
improvement in our educational
quette, Glee Club, and Sodality.
system, the necessity of federal aid,
the convenience of annual fedand
STUDENT COUNCIL
eral grants," asserted John J.
O'Connell in first promulgating the
ROBERT F. CRONIN
affirmative side. He further went
Graduated from Fairfield Prep, on to state that, if we are to be a
Fairfield, Conn, in June of 1946. leading nation in the world we
Served in the Army in Tokyo for a must have higher education in the
year. He now is a member of the individual state compared to the
Spanish Club and various outside entire world. Our educational sysactivities and is active in intra- tem as an integral whole must not
be stunted any further in its
mural sports.
development by the economically
and socially weaker states to the
ANDREW B. FITZMAURICE
south.
He has lived in Arlington, Mass,
Arthur Dolan for the negative
all his life and giaduated from attacked this stand by maintaining
Arlington High School in the class that the federal government need
of 1948. While in high school he not further burden itself; this
participated in hockey and track. equalization of educational opporHe entered Boston College for the tunities could be equally and adefirst time in Sept. 1948. He is a quately brought about by the inmember of the ROTC, Arlington dividual
states themselves. He
Youth Association and CYO.
argued, in addition, that this
measure of granting federal aid
would inevitably lead to federal
EUGENE 0. TOBIN
our American political syscontrol;
Attended the local Parish School
tem could not prevent abuse in the
and Boston College High School.
form of graft or capitalistic
At high school he did not l'eceive
dominance, or compulsion from
Honors but did the best he could
sources, from entering and
other
and was a member of the Debating
destroying this proposed measure.
Society and in his senior year enJames A. Cronin struck back for
tered the prize debate by invitation.
the affirmative in a very determined manner when he maintained
GEORGE R. WALSH
that this bill is not undemocratic,
Born September 25, 1929. He at- nor unjust because it violates no
tended St. Mary's Grammar and actual freedoms; nor, he added,
High School, Brookline, Mass. does it transgress any rules of jusUpon graduation in 1946 he entered tice. We need have no fear that
the Army. He was discharged from standards of education would be
the Army in 1948.
lowered by the adoption of this
While at high school he was program of federal aid; as a matter
active in sports and debating.
of fact, the standards would not

Consul Speaks Before French Club
On European Necessities
Mr. Rene Martin, president of
the French Academy, introduced
to the academicians at their last
meeting- held on Monday, Nov. 15,
Mr. Albert Chambon, the French
Consul in Boston. Mr. Chambon accepted the invitation of the moderator, Mr. Andre Deßeauvivier,
to
make the first in a series of talks
by prominent French personages
to take place during the coming
year.
Mr. Chambon could easily be understood by any student who was
even slightly familiar with spoken
French. At many occasions during
his talk, he would stop to explain a
term which might pose a difficulty
to the students and at times he
would translate portions of the talk
into English. He covered most of
the current problems which the
destitute country of France must
face today, and added his own diagnosis of a possible solution to many
of them.
French Economy
As to the financial problems with
which France is confronted, and
the most crucial of them all, he
pointed out, is that the mountingcost of living brought on by deficient production results in the incessant breaking- out of strikes between labor and management. This
is a rich field in which Communism
can sow its seed of destruction.
The reason for this small production is not due to an unwillingness of the French laborer to work
hard. On the contrary, the French
laborer is now working on the average a forty-one hour week and
a forty-eight hour week is expected
soon. Here in the U. S. the average is forty hours. The real causes
for this inadequacy are the lack of
the necessary machinery and the
need of raw materials.
Under the recent German reign
France was nearly completely
stripped of her factories and her
producing power was thereby practically stifled. It is this act of

atrocity which has thrown France
into an abyss of despondency and
her only hope of rebirth lies in aid
from the outside. She is looking- to
the U. S., which was comparatively
unharmed as a result of the two
world wars, for the necessary help
to put her back on her feet once
more. Mr. Chambon pointed out
how the Marshall plan, the E.R.P.,
or some similar assistance is the
only solution to this economical
and financial crisis.
Mr. Chambon praised General
Marshall for his farsightedness in
realizing that the only way in
which to prevent the flood of Communism into France and Western
Europe is to go to France's side
and help her to regain the strength
to quell the Communistic onslaught.
Farming Tools Needed
From the agricultural point of
view, Mr. Chambon showed that as
a result of this last war France's
semi-mechanized farms were all
but put out of existence by the invading German armies. Farm implements and machinery were sent
back to Germany to step up the
German production quotas. Under
the provisions of E.R.P., tractors
corn pickers, threshing machines,
seeds, etc., will be sent to impoverished France. French farmers
are willing to work but are impeded
from so doing by the lack of implements. Within four or five years
of this aid France would again take
her place among the great European powers and stand as an indomitable bulwark against communistic tendencies spurred on by
age old Russian imperialism. Communism thrives on the exploitation
of misery and deplorable living
conditions, "abolish misery, and
you abolish its exploitation."
In concluding his talk, the Consul
gave a brief outline of the political
situation in France at present
along- with a praise of the incalculable help rendered by the
Catholic clergy of France.

submerge to dangerous depths, for
the scholastic body would remain
the same. The faculty and administration of schools would suffer
no substantially evil changes. By
enforcing this measure, he concluded, great economic and social
development would follow in the
wake of a better-educated people
in every state
whether financially strong or weak.
Concluding the attack for the
negative, Cornelius T. Lyons maintained that this measure was too
dangerous to democratic principles,
since the enactment of the measure
was impossible without federal
control. This control of education
by a central governmental authority is one of the first steps
?

taken by a totalitarian state; other
controls follow in the wake of the
"seizure of school." It was also
asserted that we, the taxpayers,
have no guarantee that this proposal would effect its purpose; to
squander our hard-earned money
on a visionary and far-fetched
program would be sheer madness.
The audience decision was in
favor of the affirmative by a
starved margin of two votes; this

exemplified growing familiarity
and ability on this intercollegiate
topic.

CIVIL RIGHTS DEBATE
Next Monday's house battle will
feature William P. Farrell and

Lester Gallagher on the opposing
side with Joseph O'Donnell and
Lawrence Vienneau on the defending side of the topic: Resolved that
a comprehensive program of civil
rights be enacted. Since there is a
widespread interest in this question
it should prove to be a really

stimulating debate. (Incidentally,
visitors are never barred from attending).

FULTON LOSES
An inspired affirmative team
from M. I. T. defeated our visiting
warriors of the negative team of
Edward Fogarty and William J.
Murphy on Wednesday, November
10th in a brilliantly contested debate. The brilliancy of M. I. T. debating quality was evident when on
November 15th an affirmative team
from the Heights of Philip Laubner
and Joseph Devlin was defeated.
The Fulton encountered real opposition in these debates, but undaunted, seek further challenges to
our own forensic brilliancy no lessdimmed by these temporary re-

verses.

GALS AND FULTON
Hear ye! Hear ye!! Our fair
campus will be made even more
fair by the visiting female debaters
from Our Lady of the Elms of
Chicopee, Mass., who will seek to
engage our forensic gladiators of
the maroon and gold of the negative team. We hear that the girls
from Our Lady's are really very
clever debaters; Philip Laubner and
Larry Spellman will have to be in
top form to attain victory for the
Fulton. The topic will be federal
aid to education. This affair should
be a "must" on your schedule. Remember the time and place
Sunday afternoon, November 21st at
4:00 p. m. in T 100; come and hear
the Fulton (bring the girl friend).
?

DEBATES ON CALENDAR
Noteworthy debates on the society's schedule are: an exhibition
debate given by the Fulton under
the auspices of the Woburn Knights
of Columbus at Reading, Mass, on
the evening of November 23rd, and
also a tussle with Canisius of Buffalo here on the campus on November 30th. Fulton opponents for
December include Harvard (on the
civil rights question), Boston University, and N. Y. U.

VISITORS WELCOME
As we have stated previously, we

do not prevent any interested
parties from trespassing on our
grounds during our weekly meetings. As a matter of fact, we urge
the entire student body to come in
and mentally browse about during
house and intercollegiate debates
conducted by the Fulton. Intercollegiate debates, such as the debate on Sunday, can prove to be
very interesting affairs both informatively and socially, as you
will find when you bring others
to attend.

©Ij*
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Sec. of Labor Tobin Speaks at Sports'
Kite, John Nicholson '49 Acts as M.C.
Declaring that "it has been my
custom in the past six years to predict that B.C. will win in the annual
Holy Cross classic" the Hon. Maurice J. Tobin, Secretary of Labor
in President Truman's cabinet
added "but I will not do so this year
for it seems that every time I make
this prediction I prove to be a jinx
to the B.C. team and they lose."
The Secretary's speech keynoted
the Sports Night, conducted by the
SUB TURRI, last Thursday night
at the new auditorium here on the
campus.
Coach Denny Myers opened the
evening's festivities with a short i
talk and then showed movies of the
Clemson game of two weeks ago.
John Nicholson, '49 acted as
Master of Ceremonies and introduced "Swede" Nelson, world famous after dinner speaker, whose

Victory Dance

University; Rev. Maurice V. Dullea, S.J. '16, Faculty Director of
Athletics; John P. Curley '13, Graduate Manager of Athletics at 8.C.;
John 'Snooks' Kelly, Hockey Coach;
"General" Al McClellan, Coach of
Basketball and "Hal" Goodneaugh,
Braves Scout, who concluded the
evening by showing the film, "The
Braves Family".
This event was the second of the
season sponsored by the SUB TURHI, yearbook of the Senior class.
The Editors of the SUB TURRI
plan to sponsor another Acquaintance Dance on December 3rd at the
Auditorium, a SUB TURRI Senior
Ball in January, and other events
this coming year.
t[
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Mr. Donald Wenger was the
speaker at the weekly meeting of
MAKE $25-$5O or more per week, choose the World Relations League. He
your part time hours. Call Moe Rentier
spoke on the Malay States and their
at Re 2-1271. 5:30-7:30 P. M.
place in the world struggle today.
Mr. Wenger sketched in some detail
FOR SALE
the economic and social aspects and
background that are involved in the
BEST OFFER. 1928 Dodge. 6-cylmder. problem.
1-door sedan. Clean, excellent condition.
Geographically, Malaya consists
Dependable.
transportation.
economic
Heater, hydraulic brakes.
Tel. Be 5-4318. of nine semi-federated states governed by a Congress of two asWANTED
semblies under a 'Sultan', who has
a great deal of authority in the
governing of the respective states.
STUDENT to share expenses of apartment with two other B.C. students. CoolIn
addition to the nine federated
idge Corner, Brookline location. Room and
states,
there are three 'Crown coldays.
board $16?7
Call As 7-%42.
onies', which are ruled directly by
For the convenience of the majority, copy Great Britain, and whose subjects
for classified ads will be accepted at a
population
minimum charge, in the Placement Bureau, are British citizens. The
which is located on the College Road side breaks down roughly into fifty per
of the Tower Building. The deadline for
percent Malayan
such copy will be noon of the Monday pre- cent Chinese, forty
ceding each publication.
natives, five percent Indians, and
five percent Europeans, the majority of whom are British, the ruling
and administering class.
Economically, the only item of
NORWEGIAN RESTAURANT
importance is the export of rubber
2 Blocks from Statler Hotel
and tin. Since the establishment of
Luncheon Dinner Smorgasbord British control, some progress has
been made in the building of rail14 Carver St.
Open Sundays
roads, roads, and other means of
HELP WANTED

OLA

\

\

Don Wenger Speaks Before WRL
On the Malay States Problems

CLASSIFIED ADS

tales of the football woi'ld's past
held the crowd for nearly an hour.
Also on the program for the evening was Joe Zabilski '41, now Head
Coach of Football at Northeastern

(Continued from Page 1)
ball will also be given away for
some student to take home to his
kid brother. If you have not yet
bought your tickets at the A. A.,
this is your last hope. Tickets for
the dance will be $2.40, and will be
sold at the door only.
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smoking delight when you CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS.
Because PHILIP MORRIS is definitely less irritating than any
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to be held at the University of Vermont in Burlington on December 3,
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Letter,

transportation and communication
has been made.
Communist Problem
The main problem, today, in
Malaya is the Communists. By
means of terrorist tactics, the Communists have succeeded in doing little more then disrupting the normal
trade and export. It seems as if the
Communist party receives most of
its support from the Chinese element of the population. It is believed that there is a force numbering about 5000 actually fighting
under the Red Banner, armed mostly by salvaged Japanese armaments. Their tactics are of the hit
and run variety, devastating the
outlying rubber plantations so that
the natives, fearing torture and
death, refuse to work. Apparently
these teri-orists are not very well
organized, since they lack intelligent leadership. However, they are,
in some cases, cutting down available rubber exports to the United
States and Britain. The British are
mobilizing their available military
forces, air and naval included in an
attempt to eliminate the terrorists.
The Communist Party has been
outlawed as has been the carrying
of arms, refusal to give information
to authorities, etc. The immediate
objective is to drive the terrorists
into the interior jungles, out from
the supply lanes, so that they will
eventually starve.
Following the discussion period,
Pres. Robert Murphy announced
that there would be a subregional
panel of the Catholic Student Peace
Conference at Newton College of
the Sacred Heart on Sunday, December 12, at 2:00 P.M. The topic
for the panel discussion will be "U.
S. Imperialism, as Viewed by
Foreign Peoples." Newton College
of the Sacred Heart, Emmanuel
College, Regis College, the Newman
Clubs, and Boston College will be
represented on the panel. The meeting is open to all.
Mrs. Anna Brady Addresses International Relations Clubs
at Regis College
Last Sunday, the Boston College
World Relations League was guest
at a talk given at Regis College by
Mrs. Anna Brady, editor of the
Catholic Information Center "Pro
Deo" in New York. A convert to the
Faith, Mrs. Brady is directing the
New York office of this Catholic
News Service, whose purpose it is
to supply non-sectarian news organs and private individuals with
Catholic Press releases.
It is the ultimate goal of the
Catholic Information Center to establish a national Catholic Newspaper, much on the type of the
Christian Science Monitor, which
will inherit the same reputation for
integrity, accuracy and "firstness"
on news releases which the Catholic Information Center now enjoys.
Mrs. Brady expressed pleasure in
again meeting Leonard Valway,
member of the WRL. She had last
seen him in Prague, where he was
staying as an observer at the Student Congress then being held.

from

Doctor, on

Fi...

4 and 5. Chief delegate will be
Robert T. Murphy, President of the
Boston College World Relations
League. Others in the College representation will be Joseph Dee,
Patrick McEleney, Arthur Sweeney,
Lawrence Boyle, Joseph Cusick,
John Svagdzys, Nicholas Varga,
Leo Medinger, and Don Wenger.
The Vermont Conference is the
annual meeting of the IRC Clubs
of New England Colleges. It has
been the aim of the Carnegie Foundation, the sponsor of the International Relations Clubs, to establish
IRC organizations on each campus,
and it is in conjunction with this
policy that the Foundation annually
sponsors this Regional Convention.
There will be seven panels of discontinued on Page 11)
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Classical Academy Hears Lecture by
Fr. McCauley S.J. on Modern Greece
The Classical Academy deferred
its plunge into the study of Christian Hymns to hear the Rev. Leo
McCauley, S.J., lecture on Modern
Greece, at its meeting last week.
Father McCauley stated that
America went into Greece to stop
Russia from getting control of this
Mediterranean bulwark. As Americans we should be interested in
Greece, and where and how our
money is used.
The modern Greeks are a curious
and gregarious people. They love
noise of any sort. Religion, though
it plays a most important part in
their life, has no effect on their
daily living. Most of the people are
Orthodox. The ordinary Orthodox
priest is uneducated and cannot
preach, for there are no seminaries
in Greece. The philosophy students,
who can. come to America to study
in a Catholic Seminary though they
return to their Orthodox priesthood
when they return to Greece.
Corinth Canal
At the present time communicathough
tions in Greece are poor
the Americans have improved it
some. Railroads are few, and airfields are in wretched condition.
There are only a few trafficable
roads. The Corinth Canal was the
main source of revenue before the
war. It was destroyed three times
during the war. If the Americans
had not gone in and repaired it, it
would be out of order for at least
six years more.
There is nothing done in Modern
Greece to draw tourists. Yet its
scenery is as beautiful as anywhere
else in the world. The Greek Gov?

Dr. DeBethune
To Address ACS
This Monday
Dr. Andre De Bethune will ad-

dress the group on the subject of
Graduate Schools, ot the next meeting of the A.C.S. Student Affiliates
on Monday, Nov. 22. His talk will
deal with the entrance requirements, the qualifying exams, and
the types of courses available after
entrance.
Dr. De Bethune?a Research Fellow at MIT and a graduate of Columbia University, where he received his Ph. D. and now assistant
professor of Physical Chemistry at
B.C. ?has intimate knowledge of
the procedure of graduate schools.
Although Dr. De Bethune's talk
will be concerned mostly with graduate schools in the physical sciences,
it promises to be beneficial to any
student who has anticipated graduate work.
Romance of Chemistry
'The Romance of Organic Chemistry' was the subject of the lecture
of Dr. Avery Ashdown of MIT at
the last meeting of the Chemistry
Society. In his talk. Dr. Ashdown
gave a brief history of the vast
field of compounds. There are 800,000, with one an hour being developed every hour of the year. The
novelties, complications and magic
of organic reactions with some compounds were demonstrated.
The doctor from across the river
said that organic chemistry dates
back to ancient times, probably to
the era when it was discovered that
the inebriating beverage, alcohol,
could be made by letting fruit juices
ferment. He traced the history
through the notable contributions
of Berzelius, Pattison Muir, Pasteur, Grignard down to Pauling and
his Resonance Principle.
Explosives Discussed
With the aid of structural models
of methane and benzene ring, Dr.
Ashdown demonstrated how Languiuis of General Electric in 1919
tried to explain the structure of the
atoms in the organic compounds
and how Lewis in 1923 applied the
Electron Theory to organic structures.

Dr. Ashdown gave a twenty minute demonstration on the preparation of silver mirrors, synthesis of
dyes, equilibrium of organic reactions, the preparations of oil of
wintergreen, and explosives. The
explosives had the greatest appeal
to the students for they questioned
the doctor extensively on the phase
of the lecture.

eminent lacks capable men. There
are no leaders or diplomats. The
army lacks capable and competent
leaders. Greece which has always
suffered from bandits is bothered
by more guerillas now than a year
ago.

Opposed To Communists

In a way the modern Greeks have
a great deal in common with the
Ancient Greeks. They are constantly talking and have no regard
for the value of time. The whole
attitude of Greeks is opposed to
Communism. The guerillas are not
for the most part communists but
are pushed into it since they are
against the present government.
The core of the movement is Com-

munistic.

Economically Greece is poor. It
cannot produce the food necessary
for its people. It cannot support itself despite the fact that it is only
seven million in population and the
country is as big as New York
State. Greece's greatest calamity
was at the end of the Greek-Turkish
war. It gave Greece permanent unemployment and threw out economic stability.
The members of the Classical
Academy enjoyed this talk by
Father McCauley immensely and
hope to hear him lecture on Modern
Athens at their next meeting.
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FROM THE EAGLE'S NEST
Who is John Wisnewski?
Who is John Wisnewski? John is
an end who has seen a minimum of
service at Lou Perini's playground
this year. Although he possesses all
the qualifications for an end spot
Jack stands six foot one inch and
weighs a light 183 pounds. This
makes Jack slightly on the tall and
willowy side. Another qualification
that this 20 year old claims is that
he is fast and has a background of
plenty of experience.
Born in Newburyport some 20
years ago this Economics major in
his Junior year moved to Amesbury
where he attended Amesbury High
School. Jack was active in three
major sports and although he was
on the playing rosters for baseball
and basketball, football was his
favorite sport. During the off season Jack played the trumpet in the
school band and the violin in the
Amesbury High School orchestra.
For the past two seasons he has
played reserve end but when next
year, his last, rolls around Jack
Wisnewski, number 30, will be in
there playing end with a possible
starting berth in the offing.
THIS IS

Cathedral Mass
To Honor
Liturgical Sat.
A large number of students will
attend the solemn pontifical Mass
offered by Archbishop Cushing in
the cathedral tomorrow morning at
9:00 a.m. on the occasion of the second Liturgical Saturday. The Gregorian chant of the Mass will be
sung by the congregation, and a
homily will be preached by Rev.
Joseph Collins of St. Paul's Church,
Cambridge. Tomorrow is the feast
of St. Felix of Valois and also the
first anniversary of the encyclical
by Pope Pius XII on the sacred
liturgy, Mediator Dei.
Students are invited to come to
the cathedral at 8:30 a.m. tomorrow
morning for a rehearsal of the
chant preceding the Mass. Holy
Communion is given at Mass and
breakfast will be available in the
school cafeteria. Following the
Mass an hour program of talks
and discussion in the lower church
will be led by Rev. William Leonard,
S.J. and Rev. Paul Curtin, S.J., who
will speak on the encyclical, and
Rev. Shawn Sheehan, who will discuss the role of Christ as Mediator.
The splendor of a pontifical Mass
and the singing by the entire body
of the church have made this
monthly event a memorable occasion. A Mass in the cathedral on
the third Saturday of each month,
to which representatives from all
the schools and parishes in the archdiocese could come, was suggested
by the Archbishop at the close of
the Liturgical Week in Boston this
summer as a means of continuing
the instruction and participation of
the people in the Mass and the
Sacraments. The Pope has stated in
his encyclical that "the most pressing duty of Christians is to live the
liturgical life, and to increase and
cherish its supernatural spirit".

Buy

a

chance for

the SUB TURRI!

JOHN WISNEWSKI

Eagle Stars
Of the Week
In the spectacular game with the
William & Mary Indians, many
Eagles established themselves as
stars, some added more reasons to
rank them as satellites. Chief among
the latter was B.C.'s All-American,
Ernie Stautner. Not only did "The
Horse" perform in his usually
brilliant way from the right tackle
post, but Ernie showed once again
why he was chosen by Denny Myers
to boot the all-important pointafter-touchdowns. For the second
time this year, the 225-pound workman, came through in the clutch
and prevented hard to take onepoint defeats which plagued us last

season.

When asked whom he felt had
performed the most ably in the contest, Denny Myers named Stautner,
Al Cannava and Bob Palladino as
the outstanding players. We agree
wholeheartedly. Al has been doing
great work for the Heightsmen in
the past few weeks particularly on
the receiving end of Butch Songin
flips. His antics are not only unusual but often most profitable for
the Maroon and Gold, he is nearly
impossible to stop once he gets his
"crazy legs" churning. Bob Palladino showed the home fans how a
capable B.C. fullback can perform.
The movies of the game also
showed Myers just how brilliantly
Art Donovan played. Artie was
back at home in his tackle position
and he thrived on the accomplishment of his rugged duties.
Bob Mangene's Eaglets had a
grand time at Hanover while romping over the "Little Green". For the
first time in many a moon a frosh
eleven from the Heights had to
worry about keeping the score
down. Outstanding in the rout was
Tony Stathopoulos. The Dartmouth
coaching staff and the entire squad
went on record by saying as much.
To these men of Boston College
we lift our lid in praise.

BC TO SEND DELEGATES

ROTC Mass
(Continued from Page
cussion
the Conference. On each To Be Held
panel there will be three sessions,
the first to consider the problems, Next Wednesday
10)

at

the second to propose possible solutions, and the third, to pass resolutions. The problems to be considered in these panels are as fol-

lows:

1.) How much support should
the United States give to the

United Nations?
2.) To what extent should we
continue to aid reconstruction in

Western Europe ?
3.) What is the future role of
Germany in European and World
Affairs?
4.) How can relations between
the United States and Russia be
improved ?
5.) American
Democracy and
Communism?Room for Both?
6.) What is Japan's future role
in the Far East?
7.) How imperialistic has United
States foreign policy become, and
should it remain so ?
WRL Represented on All Panels
According to present plans, three
members of the Boston College delegation will speak before the various panels: Robert Murphy will
address the group studying the
compatability of Russian Communism and American Democ-xacy,
Joseph Dee will speak on the JapLawrence
anese question, and
Boyle, Vice President of the World
Relations League, will deliver an
address on United States Foreign
Policy. The other members of the
WRL will attend the remaining
panels as prepared participants.

The annual Military Mass for all
the Field Artillery ROTC students
at Boston College will be held in the
Library auditorium on Wednesday,
Nov. 24th, at 9:30 a.m. This Mass
in the past has been a second semester tradition, but Colonel Lewis,
in charge of the ROTC unit, has
stipulated that henceforth it will
take place in the first semester.
The Cadet Corps, commanded by
seniors, and consisting- of one junior
battery, one sophomore battery, and
four freshman batteries, will assemble in uniform with overcoats
at 9:20 on Wednesday morning on
Alumni Field and march in formation to the auditorium.

Who is Len Flaherty?
Who is Len Flaherty? By now
you all know number 65. He was
the starting- left guard in the game
last Saturday against William and
Mary. This was Len's first starting
berth in big-time football. Although
one of the standouts during last
year's freshman season there was
just that slight amount of savvy
missing to make him a top rate
varsity player.
Len hails from Saugus where he
was born in 1928. At Saugus High
School he made quite a name for
himself as a guard.
Standing a short five foot, eleven
inches and tipping the scales at 210
pounds this Sophomore is due to see
more action tomorrow and again
next week, and next year. There is
a possibility that this terrific offensive blocking guard will start
against Oklahoma when the 1949
season begins next September.
THIS IS

LEN FLAHERTY

VOTE

IN THE

STUDENT ELECTIONS
Junior A.A. Representative
Dick Riley announces that, there
will be no "scalping" of Holy
Cross Victory Dance Tickets
this year.
Tickets, on sale at the Igloo
next Monday, will be sold only
one to a customer. Any student
offered a ticket at a price in
excess of that stated, is to note
the number of the ticket and
report it to the committee so
that that particular ticket will
not be honored at the door.
For the first time this year the
entire freshman complement of the
ROTC at the weekly drill last
Wednesday were in complete uniform, and it is expected that the
junior unit will have received its
uniforms in time for the Mass on
Wednesday.

GRANT'S RESTAURANT
(FORMERLY WALTERS)

COOLIDGE CORNER. BROOKLINE
OPEN TILL 1 A. M.

DINNERS
STEAKS. CHOPS. LOBSTERS
AFTER THEATER SNACKS
?

MODERATE PRICES

PARKING IN REAR

MR. and MRS. OLIVER GRANT. Owners and Managers

"When I told

you

to imitate General

McArthur. I meant

LEADERSHIP qualities and soldierly

bearing."

his
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Hockey Team Under "Snooks" Kelley B. C. Freshmen
First
Shapes Up For M.I.T. Game Dec. 1st Hold
Hockey Practice
The Boston College Hockey Team
coached by John "Snooks" Kelley
has. for the past two weeks, been
smoothing off the rough edges acquired during the long summer
months and gradually getting into
shape to go against Massachusetts
Institute of Technology on Wednesday, the first of December at the
Arena. The face-off will be at 7:00
P.M.
The squad, so far, has been blessed with few injuries .and these only
slight. Joe McCusker has a slight
knee injury that is rapidly on the
mend and he will return to the ice
very shortly. Giles Threadgold, who
cracked his wrist a week ago during
practice at the Skating Club, is still
on skates but doesn't want to carry
a stick for a while until his wrist
gets a bit stronger. Lenny Ceglarski took a header during one of the
practice sessions and has been
bothered by slight headaches since.
Dick Leonard had his leg burned
just before practice first started
and has only this past weekend put
on skates.
To date all members have reported except "Butch" Songin who
is still tied up in the Tee spot on
the football team. With just two
games to go and with one week of
practice left all members of the
squad are hoping for "Butch's"
return, sans injury, to the hockey
team in time to get in a little practice before he has to practice while
he plays, as he did last year.
Coach Kelley is planning on
carrying the 25 men that are now
out for the next few weeks until the
New England League ruling is
enforced, at which time the maximum number of men to dress will
be limited to 15. This usually is
divided up between two goalies,

Boston College
Composite Statistics
RUSHING
TC N.Yds. Ave.
Palladino

..

Hughes
Poissant
Deßosa

~

~

Diminick

258
16
269
105
159
50

42
3
66
. 25
62

2.5

55
2
3
9
39
-7

PASSING
Att. Comp.
122
59
20
14
7
2
11

Ave.
.483
.700
.285
1.000

-

Stuka
E. Songin
Maznicki

Clasbv
Stuka
Poissant

4.1
4.2

31

14
11
1
2
7
37
1

Farrell

E. Songin

5.3

2.1
2.2
5.0
2.0
1.5
1.4
1.1
0.0

-23

Clasby
Cannava
F. Songin
Lanoue

6.1

.......

RECEIVING
Cannava
Gould .
Spinney

TD
3
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Caught Yds.
13
284
18
218
..16
155
119
9
5
96
2
44
32
3
1
26
1
13
1
8
12
11

.

four dsfensemen and nine linemen.
Many of the squad, although only
juniors, are now playing their last
year of collegiate hockey. Captain
Bernie Burke and Norm Dailey, to
name just two players.
Remember?the first game will
he played on December first at 7:00
P.M. in the Arena. On January
third, Monday, the only hockey
game to be played in Boston on that
evening will be between the sextet
from Colorado, host club to last
year's N.C.A.A. games and Boston
College. It is recommended that no
fan miss this game between two
great teams.

Intramural
Football Season
Nears Finale

With the windup of the intramural football season only a week
away, the race for the 1948 championship is yet undecided. Arrange-

Coach Jack Harvey's call for
freshman hockey players was answered with a resounding turnout.
Approximately fifty B.C. Frosh reported to the Boston Skating- Club
for the first workout in preparation
for a Freshman team. The problem
facing- Coach Harvey is that out of
this turnout, he must whittle his
squad down to fourteen men including two goalies.
Jack Harvey of Arlington is a
B. C. man who graduated from Boston College last spring and is now
studying law at Boston University.
He was a member of the golf and
hockey teams here at the Heights.
As a Freshman Coach he promises
to do the best job he can in finding
tho most promising men for Coach
iCelley's varsity.
At present, and after only the initial workout, he has his eye on
what may be his first string defensemen. They are George Costa
and a Frenchman by the name of
Labonte.
Costa is a product of Cambridge
High and Latin and was an AllScholastic defenseman there while
Laßonte was named All Catholic
and participated in the State Crown.
Coach Harvey likes the looks of
Sullivan, a B. C. High center who
was named All Bay State. Ranking
beside him on the line is a man by
the name of Mclntyre, who hails
from Medford and is a member of
the famous Mclntyre family. The
stick handling of these two men was
excellent. The possibility of Hansberry from Waltham High as right
wing may well make up the remainder of the line.
Jack Ford from St. Sebastian's,
who played defense there looked
good in spurts, but was not consistent. However a few more sessions
and this may work out.
The goalie spot will be well taken
care of by Maggie of Everett who,
although he never played school
hockey, was with the Mayflower
League and starts out as a good
prospect along with Leahy of St.

ments have been made in the intramural office, for elimination playoffs to determine the final victor.
The playoffs will be held in two
weeks and will be restricted to the
first four teams in the league standings. Each individual player on the
team surviving the elimination
play-off will receive a miniature
football with the inscription "Intramural Football Champs 1948."
Doing a little speculating of our
own, we see that Soph. Sec. I, has
moved into a first place tie with
Soph. Sec. C, by defeating the latter
club 48-0. Up until now, it appeared
that the Soph. Sec. I was not
familiar with the system of determining the standings. A team's
position in the league does not depend on the number of games won
or lost, but on the number of points
acquired. The teams are allotted 3
points for each game won; two
points for each safety; one point
for each T. D.
As we go to press the followingare the statistics on the four lead- Clement's High.
ing teams:
A lot is expected of McGinley,
captain of the Maiden Catholic team
W L Pts.
Team
and a center there. Others who
4 0 23 should shape up are Cleveland,
(Feb.
Soph)
1. Sec. C
4 0 23 Shea, who was outstanding at St.
2. Sec. I (Soph
...4 0 20 Clement's, Red Falvey, George
3. Sec. M (Fr.)
Palms, and Cabana, who was All4. Sec. C (Soph. Bus.) ...2 1 14
Interstate and hails from Buffalo.
These present standings however.
All in all, the Eaglet team should
do not discount the possibility of be one of the best in years at the
any of the other six teams in the Heights, since the talent is deep
league, gaining a position in the
and a great number of the boys
first division between now and the have had good experience. Harvey
final game of the season. Now faces a very tough job of weeding
that the season is drawing to a them out, but in his hands, as hard
close the determination and com- as the task may be, a fine and fair
petative spirit of the players has selection will be made.
shown a marked improvement over
what it had originally been.

B. C. Chess Club
Wins Again

Doings of
B. C. Opponents

21
Wake For
14
Fordham
6
Holy Cross ?13
7
Mary's
C1ara....10
St.
Santa
Goode
By virtue of two more wins, the
13
...16
Mississippi
Tennessee
Ring
B.C. Chess Team is keeping its
7
36
Georgetown
Lanoue
slate clean. The record now is 4 Villanova
0
...21
Niagara
Deßosa
St. Bona.
wins, no defeats.
Malloy
Last Friday the team won a forStuka
feit match when the South End
Palladino
Boy's Club didn't appear. A week
POINTS AFTER TOUCHDOWN
ago Wednesday, Newton Y bowed,
FRESH
Att. Conv. 4 to 1, to B.C. The scoring went as
»
.16
10 follows:
Stautner
FLOWERS
Tel. ST 2-7394
B. C.
NEWTON Y
360 WASHINGTON ST. KM,
fUfflf
1 Larco
0 Hoagland
BRIGHTON, MASS.
jftU
JSP
0
1 Deerfield
Martin
Jjpr
m
DAVIS
1 P. Swensen
0 Guinard
Mr
FLORISTS
1 Logan
0 A. Swensen
CHESTERFIELD CAMELS
OLD
1/4
Hallahan
0/1 Gould
LUCKY STRIKE
GOLD
PHILLIP MORRIS RALEIGH
PALL MALL
TAREYTON

Diminick
Poissant

....

.

Clemson

..
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Save Money

CIGARETTES

$1.49

Per Cart

Premium Brands Slightly

"Frank Ferrando's"
°

n

Higher

Add 6c Per Carton for Shipping

&

y.

Handling

Zone #3

Minimum Order?Five Cartons
Enclose Your Card for Gift Wrapping

GUARANTEED DELIVERY
Operating Under Delaware State License #3998
Send CHECK or MONEY ORDER only
DEPT. 556

Windsor Room^
Dancing Nightly 9:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.

and

Scotch n Soda jCounge^
GEORGE HOLLAND AT THE PIANO

ALLISON TOBACCO CO.
Post Office Box 1006
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

Beacon 2-7345

Hampton Court Hotel

1223 Beacon Street
Brookline, Mass.

THROUGH THE

EAGLE'S EYE
with ERNIE PROVENCHEK

While battling with William and Mary, last Saturday, the Eagles
extra instructions received from Denny Myers
and his assistants during the free week. The practically defunct running
attack was percolating as it amassed a total of 246 yards, the highest
single game yardage compiled on the ground this season. The pass
defense was not truly tested by the Indians who did well to hold the
revitalized Heightsmen to a stalemate. Though ties are not satisfactoryaffairs, we were highly pleased with the improved showing of the
Maroon and Gold.

showed the effect of the

HERE COMES THE GALLOPING GAELS
Tomorrow we are to be visited by a team from a section of the
country which boasts more color than good football. On of the most
colorful elevens on the Pacific Coast is Red and Blue of St. Mary's.
The new head mentor at Moraga is by no means a detraction in this
phase of football. Although Joe Verducci is better known for his offensive devices he is not entirely devoid of defensive schemes. While
his team was playing the undefeated California Bears, he came out
with a wonderful 8-2-2 defensive set-up (figure that out). When this
was pointed out to him "Verdootch" was far from apologizing and admitting his mistake. Said Joe, "That is the best defense I have yet
devised. I am working on a 8-3-3 to stop Nevada." We wonder what sort
of lineup he will unveil at the Wigwam tomorrow.
PRO VENTURES
Here we are again at that spot in this column where we blow our
bugle and emulate a prophet (a la pigskin). To begin with we wish to
correct an error which appeared here last week. Our percentage was
said to be .741, and it actually stood at a .716 figure. Since then, however, it has climbed and now .730 is our standing. We have been correct
thirty-five times while erring on an even dozen occasions; three deadlocks have marred our record.
Our most precious forecast last week was the prediction of the
Clemson-Wake Forest game. Going against most "experts", we gave
the Tigers a 27-13 victory, and they solved the Demon Deacons for a
21-14 win. This is the second consecutive Wake Forest contest which
we have won while dissenting from the opinions of the professionals
seers. The Bonas, while winning to the tune of 21-0 over Niagara,
almost duplicated our 20-6 prediction.
The Tennessee-Mississippi clash provided us with our only blur of
the week. Holy Cross, of course, was very disappointing, having to
battle all the way to overcome a Fordham eleven. So that's what has
happened and here's what we deem will happen this weekend:

While gamboling merrily on the Bowl highway
The strong Tigers will smother the Dukes come what may.
Clemson 41 ?Duquesne 6.
In G-town this has been a season of sorrow
But the Hoyas should win easily tomorrow.
Georgetown 20?Geo. Washington 7.
In Worcester the Purple are truly sad;
A loss to Temple would really be bad.
Holy Cross 13?Temple 7.
San Francisco aims to stop the crew of Olivar,
Should the' Dashing Dons do it, they'll deserve caviar.
Villanova 27 ?San Francisco 7.
Down in the South the Indians meet the Wolf Pack.
We think the latter will end up in a sack.
William and Mary 14?No. Carolina State 0.
Devore's spectacular Bonas meet the Bearcats.
St. Vincents would do better using bats.
St. Bonaventure 27?St. Vincents 6.
Many experts see the Eagle winning in a walk
However, from us you'll not hear such loose talk.
We sincerely hope to see the Myersmen come through
But we expect trouble from the Red and Blue.
B. C. ??St, Mary's ?.
SCANNING THE HORIZON
More cigars smokers have been seen on the campus recently. One
reason is the arrival of Marsha Ellen, 8 pounds 9 ounces (no height
available), into the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alex MacLean. The Director
of Publicity for Boston College predicts his daughter will become a
figure skating champion. (If the MacLean's first child had been a boy,
he was slated to be the quarterback for some future B. C. eleven)
We see that Canisius has accepted an invitation to meet John Carroll
in the Great Lakes Bowl on December 4. We remember the Griffins
from the Jesuit institution in Buffalo as the club which upset Buffalo
14-6. Canisius boasts of a record of eight wins and no defeats .. Butch
Songin, according to the latest figures from the National Collegiate
Athletic Bureau, ranks as the 11th top passer in the nation and the
16th in total offense. When you consider that the Butch has played in
one game less than all other high ranking stars, you realize that he is
.

not a run of the mill gridster. His top pitching form has placed the
Eagles as the 12th team nationally in passing offense . Take it from
us, California and Michigan will meet on January 1. However, the
Bears and the Wolverines will clash on the ice and not the gridiron.
These two top sextets will skate against each other in Los Angeles . .
A serious Rose Bowl prediction finds us naming Oregon to play host
to Northwestern.
While we are on the subject of Bowl games here are a few notes
in passing. Tulsa University, prematurely chosen to play host in the
Delta Bowl in Memphis on New Year's Day has withdrawn because of
its unimpressive record (get that word UNIMPRESSIVE). The Golden
Hurricane has lost seven of its eight games, their best showing being
a 14-14 tie with Wichita . . . Holy Cross was chosen several weeks ago
to play in one of the most worthy Bowl games yet designed. The
Crusaders will appear in the Health Bowl to be held at Chicago's
Soldiers Field on December 4. The proceeds of the game are going to
the Damon Runyon Memorial Cancer Fund.
Pity the poor football fans at Trenton State Teachers for team
from that school has tasted victory on the gridiron since 1941. In that
time they have actually held two opponents scoreless but in these contests the Little Lions were not able to score either. Despite all this
the students never miss a game, they are afraid that the law of averages
will catch up with the Little Lions and that they will win a game yet.
No student would want to miss that one.
..

.
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Jinx Breaks as Eagles and Indians Fight to 14-14 Deadlock
Eagles Face

Stautner Kicks
Both Points
Prevents Loss

Galloping Gaels
(Continued from Page 1)

Wedemeyer. The
|

On the virtue of a 14-14 tie with
the William and Mary Indians who
the previous week had tied North
Carolina, rated number 5 team in
the nation, the Eagle climbed sky-1
ward again last week. A hastily
concocted line, as frequently shifted
as in a September scrimmage, held
the much heralded, (and justly so)
Jack Cloud to a net gain of 45 yards
in 13 attempts.
The visitors took a 7 point lead
late in the first stanza on a pass
interception by Henry Blanc and
then made it a supposedly safe 14
points a few minutes later when
Jack Bruce hit off right tackle and
weaved his way 82 yards early in
the second.

j j

'

Just before the half ended, Ed
Songin threw a long one to Art
Spinney who deflected the ball into
the arms of Al Cannava allowing
him to cover the last 10 yards
before the leaping Blanc and Bruce
had dropped back to terra firma.
In the next and last play of the
half Ed Clasby kicked off short,
hoping against hope for a recovery
and the break that might tie it up
before returning to the lockers.

i

The Myersmen as usual served

Rhode Island
Wins Cross
Country Easily

In their last game of the '48 season the Boston College Eaglets
trounced a fighting Dartmouth
freshmen squad at Hanover 41-7
last Saturday. After starting off
the season somewhat slow, the
Eaglets culminated their freshmen
career in a magnificent display of
power and speed.

Led by Bob Black, Rhode Island
State won its fifth consecutive New

j ! (j

After Buddy Lex had completed
both attempts it rested heavily on
the shoulders of Ernie Stautner, or
to be more anatomically correct,
on the toe of the All-America

Eaglets Fly Over Dartmouth Frosh 41-7
In Final Game of Frosh Season

ins - for oily a few minutes later
Bill Scholz raced 80 yards for a
TD. However this amazing run was
nullified by an offside penalty, but
on the very next play "Red" McLean ran 85 yards for the final
score of the game. Cousineau converted and the game ended with the
Eaglets scoring almost as many
points in this game as they had in
After the opening kick-off, the all the games that they had preEaglets smashed their way up field viously played.
but were unable to score in the first
Tony Stathopoulis was named by
period although they completely
dominated the play. However on the the Dartmouth club as the best linefirst play of the second half Capt. men they had encountered. The
Bob Callahan crashed over guard former all-scholastic tackle was all
and tore 12 yards for the first over the field both on the defense
Eaglet touchdown. Only a few plays and on the offense. Other stars of
later, guard John Quinlan broke the game were Pat Blomberg, Bob
through the Dartmouth line and Richards, Frank Cousineau and Bob
blocked a punt. Pat Blomberg, who Hole.
played an inspired game all afterNow that the season is over for
noon, then sped 25 yards for anthe freshmen, the Eaglet standouts
other Eaglet TD. Frank Cousineau
of 1948 are looking forward to
again converted successfully and
starring for the varsity in coming
the Eaglets led 14-0. However, a years.
never say die, Dartmouth eleven
drove some seventy yards to a
touchdown as Ray Jankowski ran
TEAM STATISTICS
wild against our frosh for the
B.C. Opp.
moment. The Bee Cee freshmen
were quick to repay the compliment, Scoring
112
107
for right after the enemy frosh
90
68
kicked off Miles Murphy sped 85 First Downs
yards to the Dartmouth 10 yard Net Yards Rushing
985
800
line and then carried the ball over
148
123
Attempted
on a wide end sweep. Needless to Forwards
15
say, Cousineau's placekick was Forwards Intercepted by 16
perfect.
973
780
Net Yards Passing
Both teams were slow to start Total Yardage
1958 1580
at the beginning of the third period
11
20
Fumbles
but midway in that quarter Bob
11
6
Toscano ran 12 yards for the fourth Opp. Fumbles rec.
Eaglet TD. The rout was on and Yards
252
270
Penalized
the Boston College frosh began to
run wild against a rapidly deter3 Wins
2 Losses
2 Ties
iorating Dartmouth team. Confused
and bewildered the "Little Green"
were unable to halt the powerful
contingent from the Heights. Shortly after the teams changed fields
for the final period, Bill Scholtz
broke loose and scampered 17 yards
for another Bee Cee touchdown.
However Cousineau's attempted
conversion was wide and the Eaglets led 34 to 7. The team from
Chestnut Hill wasn't finished scor-
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their good-to-the-last-drop brand of
football with the equalizer late in
the final minutes. With four minutes remaining they marched 53
yards, 40 of them by miraculous'
Albie Gould catches. Mike Poissant
was led through left tackle by Bob
Palladino for the last 3 yards.

tackle.
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Though it's the score that's remembered, the Eagles dominated
the play and the statistics, taking
the ball from scrimmage a total of
89 times to 37 for the Virginians
and gathering 466 yards offensively
against a total of 198, of which 82
were on Bruce's touchdown jaunt.
Songin's passes alone topped the
visitor's total offense by 3 yards.
And a surprising left-handed toss
by Mike Poissant to Gould brought
another 19 yards.
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Though the Indians would gladly
have settled for a tie in the final
minutes but not the Eagles. Instead
of playing safe, Songin started
passing from the B.C. six and made
it to the W. & M. 34. From here
the last play fizzled as Cannava
tripped over the falling Bruce on
the three and couldn't do much more
than brush the pigskin as it sailed
by.

_.__

England Cross Country Championship at Franklin Park. It was
Black's third straight victory in
this event; his time being 21 minutes 26.2 seconds. The Rams recorded 51 points, seven less than
runner-up University of Massachusetts. Coast Guard, Tufts and M.I.T.
rounded out the first five places in
that order.
For the Eagles it was a disappointing venture, B.C. finishing
14th, gathering only 418 points.
In the freshman contest, Tony
Sapienza restored some prestige
for the Rydermen as he finished
first, one second ahead of Ray Lister of Rhode Island State. Sapienza's time was 17 minutes 17 seconds. The Eaglets, as a team, fared
better in their own division than
the varsity did in theirs, compiling
196 points, good enough for Bth
place in a field of fourteen. The
freshmen from New Hampshire
won, scoring 63 points. Following
were 8.U., Maine, Springfield,
Brown, R. 1., Tufts and B. C. with
six other schools trailing behind.
This performance by Sapienza
augurs well for his continued success in the future.

HOLIDAY
An Adventure in

/

Good Smoking

jI
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The three sophomore linemen,
Phil Coen, Len Flaherty and Joe
Gould performed a creditable job.
Stautner and Spinney hammered

Neatest tackle
away as always
of the day was made by Jackie
.

.
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DISTINCTIVE CORSAGES
Delivered Anywhere

EASTMAN'S FLOWER SHOP
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VICTORY
DANCE
AT
SOMERSET

I

Farrell.
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346 Walnut Street, Newtonville
Bigelow 4-6781

TWO HOURS OF
GLORIOUS MUSIC.
COLOR AND
IMAGINATION

...

a

Section [ artu

CALL

(J->lue

Starting back-

field finds Sophomore Dick Jarvis
squatting under center, the half-

Ilote

With piano, string bass, novelty songs, electric guitar, vibraharp (makes piano unnecessary) and lotsa gags, BC's
brightest and smoothest trio offers a gay setting for house
parties, section parties and marriage receptions at below
union prices.

Call Tom Garrity,'so Be 5-2740

*
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backs spots manned by Bill Sherman and Glenn Bell, and running
from fullback is 220-pound Dave
Haffner. In the line are the aforementioned Beasley and Johnson.
The former, who tips the beam at
212, has been shifted from tackle
and is now operating from right
guard. Working from the other
guard position is Sophomore John
Sullivan. One tackle slot is very
ably handled by workman Johnson,
and the other is the property of
John Mopalli, who along with Jim
Shanks, his relief, was switched
from a guard post. On the flanks
the Gaels have Dan McGrehan and
Tony Kotowski, an all around athlete from New Kensington, Pa. In
the pivot spot is a converted
quarterback, Packard Harrington.
Joe Verducci's main problem has
been the lack of depth. While fielding a capable first team he has
very few reliable second stringers
to rely on.
Because of injuries and recuperations the Eagles line-up will be
changed again tomorrow. Joe Diminick has received a slight leg injury and is not scheduled to start
against the Gaels. Al Cannava is
due to handle the left halfback
position instead. Bob Chouinard is
back in shape and he will open the
game at center while Tom Brennan
is slated to be at right guard at
the kick-off. The remainder of the
line-up should be the same.

Probable Starting Line-Ups
St. Mary's
Boston College
McGeehan
le
Spinney
Donovan
It
Mapelli
Flaherty
lg
Sullivan
Harrington
Chouinard
c
-

_

.....

....

Brennan
Stautner

rg
rt

Goode

re

Songin
Cannava
Poissant
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OLD SOUTH THEATRE

Jarvis

lh
rh

Sherman

Bell

-

fb

Palladino

Haffner

WANT TO BARN

$9000

YEAR?

A

A career in life insurance
selling can be both profitable
with your
and satisfying .
income limited only by your
own efforts. Many of our representatives earn $4,000 to
$9,000 a year, and more! We
invite you to send for our
scientific Aptitude Test, which
measures your qualifications
for this interesting work.
After taking the test, you'll
hear from our manager in or
near your community. If you
qualify, he'll explain our
excellent on-the-job training
course and the famous Mutual
Lifetime Compensation Plan,
which provides liberal commissions, service fees and a
substantial retirement income
at 65. Mail the coupon today!
.

.

INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK

fSV

34 Nassau Strwt

N A ME

.

New York 5, N.Y.
AMERICA

FIRST IN
PLEASE SEND

"°»«-
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THE MUTUAL LIFE
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Beasley
Johnson
Kotowski

?

APTITUDE

TEST

_?-AGE

'*

ADDRESS

CITY

1104
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"IT'S GREAT ENTERTAINMENT"

-Jt
Copyright 1945. Liggett
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THE

CIGARETTE

Tobacco Co

Tower to Town
(Continued from page 7)

in their current book reports or at least being pensioned off... If you're
looking for a laugh or two, drop in at Jimmy O'Keefe's to see Frank
Fontaine
Of Special Interest to young married college students is a
sale of furniture which is to take place from November 30 through
December 4 at 73 Newbury Street, Boston. This furniture was hand
made by former tuberculosis patients who are training at the Rutland
The
Crosby is coming
Training Center to be self-supporting
Scituate Reunion is going over the top, but there is still room for you
Quite a few students have been seen at the local public libraries
boning up for their quarterlies. These establishments are well known
for their quiet, clubby atmosphere and are very popular. We'll see you
there too
How many of you read the criticism of this column in
last week's CO-EDition. Poetic Justice we calls it. . . The Junior Business Girls of the League of Catholic Women held their last dance at
the Hampshire House but half of the invitations seem to have been
lost in the mails . Did you sign up for a blood donation ?

Charles Cullen
Bus. Club Prexy

...
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...

...
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Juniors Elect Class Officers

.

..

.

Charles M. Cullen was elected

President of the Business Club on
last Friday in a very close contest.
This run-off election resulted from

the deadheat of last Monday, in
which Daniel R. Ahearn and Charles
M. Cullen tied for the office. In a
statement following his election,
Cullen asserted that, in cooperation
with the other elected officers, he
will do his utmost to make the Club
function as a service to the students of the Business School.

The Business Club will hold a
Almost eighty percent of the class meeting for all members on Mon-

voted?one of the largest turnouts day, Nov.
22nd in Room 200 of the
this year. The victories of the canfinished third and fourth respec- didates were decisive, an indication CBA.
tively.
that the students knew whom they
The election was smoothly con- wanted for office, and now it is the
ducted and one in which there was duty of the victors to live up t o
a great display of student interest. that trust.
(Continued from Page 1)

VOTE IN STUDENT ELECTIONS

ELECTION SUMMARIES
JUNIOR CLASS A&S ELECTION SOPHOMORE CLASS PRIMARY
President
I-F 272
Ernst, Harry
President
I-F 247
Garrahan, John P.
Connelly, John J.
I-I 190
I-J 182
Papaleo, Dominic
Dooley, William J.
I-L 145
Vice-President
I-C 106
Mitchell, James E.
Moran, Joseph E
I-G 185 O'Brien, John F.
I-K 164
I-J 246
Sateriale, Fred
Stautner, Ernest
I-C 265 Vice-President
Secretary
Callanan, Daniel E.
I-E 140
I-B 266 Farren, Charles M.
MacDonald, Leo J
I-J
67
O'Brien, George E.
I-J 299 Hanlon, James F.
I-L 133
Russo, Anthony J.
I-A 111 Niles, Chas. L., Jr.
I-I
59
Treasurer
I-K 137
Petela, Edward A.
I-F 276 Thompson, Owen W.
Donovan, Fred
I-V
74
O'Hare, John J
I-C 204
Padula, George
I-H 203 Secretary
Cronin, Jerome J.
I-K 520
A.A. Representative
I-F 228
Delorey, Walter
Treasurer
I-F 173
Doane, John E.
Geromini, Carlo B.
I-J 162
McLaughlin, F. X
I-G 282 Richards, John R
I-K 265
Prom Chairman
I-S 153
Kaler, Robert J.
Curran, Paul
I-F A&S 183
Lynch, William J.
I-G CBA 390 A.A. Representative
Martineau, Horace 11-B A&S 228 Hines, Peter F.
I-J 249
O'Meara, Gerald
I-H A&S 192 Threadgold, Giles E
11-E 357
....
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